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ABSTRACT 
 

A series of alkyldithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl complexes of the form 

µ-(RS2)Fe2(CO)6, where RS2 is: 1,2-ethanedithiolate (eth-cat), cis-1,2-

cyclopentanedithiolate (pent-cat), cis-1,2-cyclohexanedithiolate (hex-cat), and 2-exo,3-

exo-bicyclo[2.2.1]heptanedithiolate (norbor-cat), are reported. These complexes display 

structures and catalytic behavior toward production of molecular hydrogen with 

similarities to the active site of the diiron hydrogenase enzymes. Hydrogen production is 

desirable as an alternative fuel source and these catalysts are capable of producing H2 in 

the presence of weak acid under electrochemical conditions. Through understanding of 

the factors which control the catalytic activity of these catalysts it may be possible to 

contribute to the development of a hydrogen fuel economy. 

Significant scan-rate dependence under electrochemical conditions is observed, 

resulting in an initial 1-to-2 electron reduction depending on how quickly the singly 

reduced species can reorganize. The rate of this reorganization directly corresponds to the 

internal strain within the system and can be ranked in the following order of increasing 

rate of reorganization: pent-cat < norbor-cat < eth-cat < hex-cat. Additionally, these 

catalysts all successfully catalyze protons to molecular hydrogen under electrochemical 

conditions in the presence of acetic acid via an ECEC catalytic mechanism, where, E is 

an electrochemical step (reduction) and C is a chemical step (protonation).  

Density functional theory computations support the reported catalytic processes 

by calculating physically observable quantities, such as: pKa values, reduction potentials, 

adiabatic ionization energies and carbonyl stretching frequencies in the infrared (IR) 
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region. These quantities were used to suggest reasonable reactive intermediates within the 

catalytic cycle. The electronic structure of each catalyst was examined using 

photoelectron spectroscopy and the global minimum cationic structure, in all cases, 

involves a structure with a bridging carbonyl ligand, akin to that of the enzyme active 

site.  

The most significant outcome of this work is the unprecedented diiron center 

rotation upon reduction. As conformational strain involving the dithiolate ligand 

increases, the rate of reorganization of the anion increases leading to cleavage of an iron-

sulfur bond to provide an alternative protonation site, a key step toward molecular 

hydrogen formation. This site is less basic than the unrotated form and helps evolve H2 

with thermodynamic favorability.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogenase Enzymes 

The gradual depletion of fossil fuels, the rising cost of transport, and the effect of 

carbon emissions on our planet are the driving force behind work to find a better fuel 

source for the production of alternative energy. The use of molecular hydrogen as an 

alternative fuel is appealing since the resulting combustion products are water and the 

release of energy. By harvesting sunlight using solar-cell technologies it may be possible 

to drive a reaction toward the production of molecular hydrogen from a proton source. 

Ideally, water would be such a proton source, however, use of a platinum electrode would 

be a costly process. An alternative method for hydrogen production in this fashion is 

through the use of catalysis.  

 It has been observed that the presence of the hydrogenase enzyme in certain 

species of bacteria, such as, Desulfovibrio desulfuricans and Clostridium pasteurianum,   

renders such bacteria capable of producing molecular hydrogen.4-6 Therefore, it is 

important to analyze this enzyme further to gain understanding as to how it functions. 

Although there are a few different hydrogenase enzymes, such as metal-free,7-9 iron-

only,10 nickel-iron,11,12 nickel-iron-selenium13 and diiron.14,15 The diiron ([FeFe]) 

hydrogenase enzyme is of most interest since it exhibits the highest amount of activity for 

producing hydrogen.16 If we take inspiration from nature and study the general structural 

features of the [FeFe] hydrogenase enzyme active site it may be possible to propose a 
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catalyst of similar design which has the same, if not better, hydrogen producing 

capabilities to lead us toward a hydrogen-fuelled economy.  

A general composite structural model of the various isolated [FeFe] hydrogenase 

enzymes have been formulated utilizing multiple X-ray structures.16-18 At the center of 

this active site are two adjacent iron centers bound by a bridging dithiolate ligand. This 

dithiolate ligand is a source of debate for the hydrogenase community. In Figure 1.1 the 

bridging dithiolate is drawn with an X at the apex. This is because it is difficult, based on 

the available crystallographic data, to say with confidence which element resides at this 

site, given the limitations of X-ray diffraction to detect hydrogen atoms and discern the 

subtle bond length differences between C–C, C–N, and C–O bonds. The remaining basal 

coordination sites are filled by asymmetrically-bound carbonyl and cyanide ligands, 

which for a living organism, is strange since these two types of ligands are typically 

highly toxic. One apical position on a single iron center is occupied by a cystenyl sulfur 

and leads to a series of iron-sulfur cubane clusters, individually denoted [4Fe4S], which 

act as an electron transport chain for the introduction of electrons to the active site of the 

enzyme. Alternatively, on the other iron center, the apical position is an open site for 

ligand coordination, denoted as L in Figure 1.1.14,15 It is important to, once again, make 

mention that this structural model is a composite of multiple enzyme active sites and is 

used by the hydrogenase community as a method for understanding some of the key 

features guiding the reactivity of the enzyme. Related to this idea is the relationship 

between structure and function of the active site and brings up some important 

observations. 
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Figure 1.1. Structure of [FeFe] hydrogenase active site, where, X=CH2,NH,or O and 
L=H2O, OH-, or H.                                                                                                                    
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Virtually all research into hydrogen production via hydrogenase aims to understand 

the dynamic behavior of the enzyme active site. It is hard to say what is occurring in the 

enzyme before, during, and after protonation or redox processes. One certainty is that 

protons and electrons need to travel to the active site in order to form molecular 

hydrogen. The sequence of steps in which protonation and reduction occurs is still 

unclear but some information can be gained from the structure determinations.  

Mention should be made that the character of the X atom in the dithiolate bridge has 

been studied by many groups via comparison of known structurally simplified synthetic 

analogs containing a 1,3-propanedithiolate,17,19-25  dithiolmethylammonium,26-29 or 

dithiomethylether,26,30,31,32 and is still actively debated.33,34 The reason this type of work 

is important for these synthetic analogs is that depending on the heteroatoms at this 

bridgehead position, an internal basic site may allow for intramolecular proton transfer to 

the diiron center.35  

Looking again at the composite structure in Figure 1.1 it is noticed that the “L” ligand 

could possibly be H. If this were true, the active site composite would suggest that 

terminal protonation occurs at some point and this proton could possibly be the start of 

the formation of molecular hydrogen. It is also important to note that the composite 

active site structure has a bridging carbonyl between the iron centers. This type of ligand 

coordination allows for a coordinatively stable diiron species yet provides an open site 

for terminal proton coordination. A structure with the bridging carbonyl is considered to 

be the entatic state of the active site, however, many refer to this as the “inverted” or 

“rotated” state as well. These are the key features which many synthetic goals seek to 
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achieve: a rotated iron center reactive enough for proton uptake and eventual molecular 

hydrogen production.35-39 As for reduction processes it is difficult say what occurs at the 

active site. 

Studying the active site before, during and after reduction is much harder than 

protonation steps because of the nature of the catalyst. It is extremely air-sensitive and, as 

with most proteins, many spectroscopic methods yield complicated spectra providing 

little definitive information. Some insight has been obtained concerning the oxidation 

state of the iron centers.40 This work has lead to the general consensus that in the active 

site the iron centers range from [Fe(I)Fe(I)]  to [Fe(II)Fe(II)]. It should be stated that the 

reduction of protons occurs at the oxidized Fe centers and that the hydrogenase enzyme 

works at very low reduction potentials, ~-0.4 V vs normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) or -

1.02 V vs Fc+/Fc.41. This means that the energy required to reduce protons to molecular 

hydrogen using this catalyst is low and, therefore, the enzyme is energetically efficient.   
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Figure 1.2. Structure of Pickett’s H-cluster model of [FeFe] hydrogenase active site. 
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Mimicking of the Diiron Hydrogenase Active Site  

One of the most complex active site models was developed by Pickett.18 The 

structure, which is very close to that of the enzyme active site, is shown in Figure 1.2. 

Pickett et al. described a viable synthetic route to this [FeFe] hydrogenase enzyme active 

site model, complete with dithiolato bridge sulfur ligation and a form of [4Fe4S] cluster. 

This model [4Fe4S] cluster contains methylthiol passivated iron centers in the central 

[4Fe4S] cluster moiety as denoted by [Fe4S4(SCH3)3]. Considering it is actually a simpler 

complex than the enzyme active site this H-cluster does not perform nearly as poorly as 

might be expected. The reported reduction potential is -1.28 V vs Fc+/Fc and the enzyme 

active site is reported to be -1.02 V vs Fc+/Fc.41  

Despite the synthetic work managed, this system is not a practical catalyst for 

molecular hydrogen production. First, it is not synthetically cheap or efficient to use this 

catalyst as a way to produce hydrogen because it requires multiple synthetic steps.25 The 

major characteristic absent from this mimic is the protein surrounding the actual active 

site. The enzyme itself is known to be very air-sensitive because of the reactivity of the 

diiron active site. Likewise, this synthetic model is too air sensitive to serve as a 

molecular hydrogen-producing catalyst. Instead of an approach to build the enzyme 

active site and make modifications to aid in activity and blocking degradation, it may 

prove more useful to begin with simple model and work towards a more complex system 

which shares similar activity of the enzyme. This is fairly easy since the active site 

structure is mostly known and work has already been performed on iron-sulfur complexes 

reminiscent of the active site. 
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From a synthetic point of view, much work has been accomplished on simple systems 

such as S2Fe2(CO)6 or of the type RS2Fe2(CO)6, where RS2 is some form of an alkyl 

dithiolate group or representative of a bisdithiolate.20,42-54 Since this work, more advanced 

studies55-58 of similar systems have taken place however it was not until Nicolet and 

coworkers15 in 1999 that a crystal structure of the enzyme active site determined from X-

ray data was reported to show similarities to these already established, simpler structures. 

Given these early synthetic ventures, which were studies of interesting sulfur-iron-

carbonyl complexes, it is beneficial to discuss advancements since then, seeing that these 

complexes now have a real purpose and application.  

 

Previously Studied Catalysts 

Darensbourg and coworkers noted that it may be possible to study alternative systems 

which exhibit structural similarities to the active site,16,17 one of which is a FpCN analog, 

where Fp is (η5-H5C5)Fe(CO2), which also models the CO and CN− stretching 

frequencies of the [NiFe] hydrogenase active site. Alternatively, work to model the 

activity of the diiron dithiolate center initially focused on 

µ-1,3-propanedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl (pdt-cat), however some problems arose with 

these catalysts as well. 
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Figure 1.3. Structure of the dianionic pdt-cat dimer reported by Best and Pickett1,2 and 
later synthesized by Heinekey.3 
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It was reported by Best and Pickett that dimerization of the pdt-cat could be 

occurring and is proposed to be primarily caused by sulfur dissociation.1 Heinekey and 

coworkers later synthesized a dimer of this catalyst by chemical reduction to show that 

this dimerization is possible3 and the work of Best and Pickett was a reasonable proposal. 

As far as active site-inspired catalysts are concerned this dimerization process is not 

favorable and is not something which could readily occur in the enzyme since the protein 

surrounding the active site would prevent dimerization. A possible way of preventing this 

sulfur dissociation is to shorten the hydrocarbon chain length from a three-carbon 

dithiolate bridge to a two-carbon dithiolate bridge. This generates a secondary analog of 

an active site-inspired catalysts, µ-1,2-ethanedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl, 2, also known 

as “eth-cat”.  

It is thought that by invoking a more rigid framework it is possible the cyclic 

voltammetry would be less complicated since there is less freedom for the dithiolate 

bridge to move. Secondly, if an understanding of eth-cat is achieved then this would 

serve as a basis for comparison of the alkyldithiolate catalysts proposed herein. Also, 

some of the previous work can be used as a platform to offer a basis of some general 

understanding but also to guide this research into new directions. Unfortunately, some of 

the previous work suggests that eth-cat is not too dissimilar to that of pdt-cat as it has 

been shown to dimerize as well. 
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Figure 1.4. 1,2-ethanedithiolatodiironhexcarbonyl (eth-cat, 1). 
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The first electrochemistry data reported for eth-cat was provided in a study by 

Darchen and coworkers.59 This work presented not only the cyclic voltammogram for this 

complex but also showed it is possible to catalytically substitute one of the carbonyl 

ligands with a phosphite ligand. This shows that CO lability could potentially be an issue 

in solution and could be one of the reasons there are not only degradation pathways but 

also dimerization pathways which become prominent after reduction. One fault of this 

study was that the initial reduction event observed in the cyclic voltammetry was 

assigned as a two-electron reduction; alternatively, Darensbourg et al.60 have assigned 

this initial reduction as a one-electron event. These two sets of data are important since 

they highlight one of the major problems with the current work being performed in this 

area, indeed few have noticed that the initial reduction of these types of catalysts can be 

shown to range from a one-electron process to a two-electron process.27 This range of 

processes will be a theme throughout this work as it plays a role in reactivity of the 

catalyst and is important for activating the neutral pro-catalyst to the anionic catalyst.  

A second flaw of Darchen and coworkers’ study was their choice of electrode. For 

their study, a platinum electrode was used. However, unpublished work in Dr. Dennis 

Evans’ lab by Dr. Greg Felton with a platinum electrode and eth-cat gives irreproducible 

results denoting some undesirable behavior at the electrode surface. Besides the fact that 

use of a platinum electrode would undermine the goals of our studies, since it is an 

expensive alternative for hydrogen production, we have also noted that use of a platinum 

electrode is very limiting concerning the range of reduction potentials it can detect in a 

typical electrochemical setup.61  
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Work by Evans, Lichtenberger and Glass61 has pointed out some of the important 

thermodynamic aspects which need to be addressed concerning how to appropriately 

obtain meaningful electrochemistry data. This work demonstrated how choice of 

electrode greatly affects the range with which reduction potentials can be detected and 

the complication of the direct reduction of a proton source at the surface of the electrode. 

The two main points presented in this paper are the following: 1) thermodynamically 

speaking, it is impossible to reduce acetic acid at voltages less negative of a platinum 

electrode, which is -1.46 V vs Fc+/Fc in acetonitrile, 2) use of different electrodes 

provides a different “window” with which reduction chemistry can be studied. Another 

feature of this article concerns the combination of the two principles mentioned, it is 

possible for direct reduction of acid to occur at the electrode surface itself and if catalysis 

by a diiron catalyst is present in this range the direct reduction needs to be acknowledged. 

Further discussion of these types of concerns as applied to the existing synthetic analogs 

of the hydrogenase enzyme active site are summarized in a recent article.62 

A second work by this same group involved study of µ-(1,2-benzenedithiolato)- 

diironhexacarbonyl (benz-cat) as a functional diiron hydrogenase active site-inspired 

catalyst.63 The goal of this work, as well as the work presented in this dissertation, is to 

model the hydrogen producing capabilities of the diiron hydrogenase enzyme. This was 

done by studying benz-cat using photoelectron spectroscopy, electrochemistry and 

supporting each of these techniques with DFT calculations. This article lays a significant 

portion of foundational support for the methods presented in this dissertation. 
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It was first found that computations are able to appropriately account for the 

neutral electronic and geometric structures based on the X-ray crystal structure64 and the 

CO stretching frequencies obtained by IR. Similarly, the photoelectron spectrum of benz-

cat was obtained and further use of DFT calculations supported the probability that the 

geometry of the cationic species corresponding to the adiabatic ionization was due to 

formation of a bridging carbonyl and formation of an open site in the apical position of an 

iron center, reminiscent to that of the enzyme active site.18,65 Finally, it was found that 

computations could support various aspects of the electrochemical studies through 

calculation of reduction potentials, pKa values, and ∆Grxn. 

Some of the significant findings in this work are that through mixing of the 

benzene pi-system and the sulfur atoms the reduction potential of this catalyst is lowered 

compared to other saturated complexes, such as eth-cat and pdt-cat by ~0.3 V vs Fc+/Fc.60 

Furthermore, a mechanism was proposed for the production of molecular hydrogen from 

acetic acid. An initial reduction event at approximately -1.3 V was observed followed by 

catalysis at more negative potentials. This initial reduction corresponds to a two-electron 

reduction with the peak shape being attributed to potential inversion.  

Potential inversion is defined as a process by which a second electrochemical step 

occurs more easily than the first electrochemical step and the average potential for the 

two reduction events is observed. Furthermore, it should be noted that this second, lower 

potential reduction event is allowed because of a significant structural change 

accompanying the first electrochemical reduction event. This structural change is the 

cause for the ease at which the second reduction event occurs and is an important 
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implication for the saturated dithiolate-bridged catalysts as well. Furthermore, an ECEC 

catalytic mechanism was proposed for benz-cat based on the comparison of DFT and 

electrochemical data such as: reduction potentials, pKa values, and ∆Grxn. An ECEC 

mechanism denotes a four step, catalytic cycle which involves an electrochemical process 

(i.e. reduction), E, followed by a  chemical process (protonation), C, and then a 

subsequent electrochemical step, E, and a final chemical step, C, to evolve molecular 

hydrogen. 

Considering the eth-cat system, work by Darensbourg et al. studied the 

electrochemistry of this complex and established some common ground for study of these 

systems using electrochemical methods,60 establishing one of the first catalytic cycles for 

the production of hydrogen for these types of systems.  They reported that an EECC 

mechanism was occurring under electrochemical conditions using acetic acid as a proton 

source and a carbon rod working electrode. Although the initial reduction event for eth-

cat is assigned as one-electron, the proposed mechanism is likely to be incorrect since the 

initial reduction is one-to-two-electron and the proposed catalytic cycle does not contain 

the flexibility to provide adequate support for this process. However other work by 

Darensbourg et al. on the fluxionality of neutral complexes is intriguing and supports 

some of the theoretical aspects of our work concerning fluxionality and reorganization. 

Most recently, the fluxional behavior of active site-inspired catalysts was 

reported.66,67 Of note in these articles is that not only do the carbonyl ligands exhibit 

significant amounts of fluxionality as well as ligation of phosphines at the iron center.17 

This fluxionality is proposed to promote substitution and perhaps CO lability,68 
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furthermore, it offers a doorway to terminal protonation sites proposed by Rauchfuss et 

al.35 along with possibly describing why catalytic substitution observed by Darchen, is 

possible. This fluxional behavior will come into play later for the anion and dianion of 

the complexes proposed herein as an extension of Darensbourg’s fluxionality work which 

will also support catalytic molecular hydrogen evolution.  

With this in mind, consideration should be given to protonation site studies by 

Rauchfuss and coworkers.35 Recent work involving temperature-dependant hydride 

transfer detected terminal versus bridging hydride species using variable temperature 1H 

NMR. This is an important step since, as these species are so reactive, it is difficult to 

detect, let alone isolate these intermediate species. In their report a strong acid was used 

to protonate these species.  One of the main problems with using strong acids is that the 

protonation site is typically far from known, especially in an electrochemical setting at 

room temperature. However, using variable temperature NMR it is possible to detect the 

proton, thereby, determining a site of protonation.1,2,35,69,70 However, it should also be 

noted that in Rauchfuss’ most recent study, very low temperatures were used to obtain 

the NMR data while catalysis is commonly observed via electrochemical study at room 

temperature. Acids strong enough to protonate multiple sites of the reduced species of the 

catalysts could be cause for concern as this could quickly complicate the cyclic 

voltammetry, especially at room temperature. Obviously protonation is important, 

however, since it can be difficult to study these reactive intermediates caution should be 

used when choosing the proton source.  
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Besides having catalytic pathways complexed by protonation of strong acids and 

one-to-two electron reductions depending on scan rate, it has been noted that it is possible 

for degradation pathways to lead to two different dimerization products.1,2,71 It is this 

work of Best et al. which is important because of some unique insight provided through 

the use of spectroelectrochemistry (SEC) in the infrared (IR) region.72-74 By using this 

technique it is possible to gain some indication of structure during reduction and 

protonation steps. Ideally it provides IR data for each step of the catalytic cycle.  This 

technique alone will not provide all the answers since realistic assessment would indicate 

that too many species are present during catalysis, leading to complicated IR spectra. A 

few publications have provided useful insight into the structural changes upon reduction 

associated with these types of active site-inspired catalysts. 

One of the most interesting publications involving SEC was the work of Best, 

Hall, and coworkers concerning pdt-cat and eth-cat.2 Reported in this article was that 

upon reduction, eth-cat could dimerize as well, however, this dimer structure was slightly 

different compared to an earlier-reported dimer structure of pdt-cat, discussed above in 

Figure 1.3.1  It was reported in Best and Hall’s work that upon reduction eth-cat could 

form a structure which contained a bridging carbonyl. This is important as this is a 

feature which much of the hydrogenase community seeks to achieve since it shows some 

resemblance to the enzyme active site. The key difference, however, is that upon 

formation of a bridging carbonyl one of the iron-sulfur bonds is cleaved. This is not the 

first proposal of this structural change upon reduction. A similar dynamic behavior in µ-

1,2-benzenedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl (benz-cat) was proposed, which, at the time was 
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a new idea.63 Upon iron-sulfur bond cleavage in the eth-cat it was proposed that the sulfur 

which became partially uncoordinated would then find itself coordinated to a second iron 

center of a second eth-cat molecule, thus, forming a dimer structure. This is different 

from the dimer structure proposed for pdt-cat from a 2004 article of Best and Pickett1 and 

brings up some work performed by Heinekey and coworkers.  

The proposal of the pdt-cat dimer, when first published, was a new idea which 

was solely based on the carbonyl stretching frequencies observed in the SEC 

experiments. A couple years after Best and Pickett proposed the fully sulfur dissociated 

dimer structure Heinekeyet al. reported3 a synthetic route to this dimer, with a structure 

precisely as predicted by SEC experiments. It is then strange to think that eth-cat, being 

only a single carbon difference would have such a different dimer structure and begs the 

question, is the electrochemical product the same as the chemical product? Further work 

by Best and Pickett71 showed an IR spectrum of CO stretching frequencies published 

separately as a correction to work done by Ott and coworkers.75 This spectrum was 

reassigned by Best and Pickett as the eth-cat dimer structure, still different from the fully 

sulfur ligand dissociated pdt-cat supported by Heinekey’s work. This eth-cat dimer 

contains four iron centers in a linear arrangement with terminal and briding CO ligands. 

Best, Pickett and coworkers had taken a clue from syntheses by Heinekeyet al. and were 

able to synthesize the eth-cat dimer structure. They further proposed that pdt-cat could 

also perform the same chemistry and form a similar dimer structure. The most important 

idea of this work is that the proposed pathway to dimerization involves CO ligand loss.
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Figure 1.5. Structure of the dianionic eth-cat dimer synthesized by Best, Pickett and 
coworkers. 
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Loss of a CO ligand is a process dependent on atmosphere.1,2,27 Talarmin and 

McGrady reported the dependence on scan rate of reduction.27 They observed the one-to-

two electron process for pdt-cat but ascribed it to a disproportionation reaction involving 

reduced species. The secondary reduction at more negative reduction potentials is 

proposed to be the reduction of a CO loss product. Although not necessarily wrong based 

on the data obtained, these types of conclusions suggest that more care should have been 

taken with the density functional theory (DFT) calculations to support the observed 

electrochemistry trends. It would have been particularly useful to calculate reduction 

potentials and thermodynamic parameters to match to the electrochemical experiments. 

In later chapters it will be shown why these conclusions are likely to be incorrect based 

on the more extensive DFT and electrochemical studies reported here. With the factors of 

CO ligand dissociation upon reduction, scan rate dependence, fluxionality and 

dimerization it may be useful to look toward other catalysts, particularly ones which are 

not likely to dimerize as this is the outcome of most CO dissociation processes. 

Based on the precedence set forth concerning eth-cat and pdt-cat, dimer products 

form readily. However, small changes in dithiolate bridges of this sort do appear to make 

a difference given the previous work concerning the structures of the eth-cat dimers and 

the pdt-cat dimers. A simple question related to this notion of bridge length would be to 

study the effects of changing the bridging dithiolate ligand. What effect does chain length 

have on these types of system? Apparently a single carbon does matter since it could be 

blocking some dimer formation processes or could be guiding the type of dimer formed.  
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In work by Hall and Darensbourg, it was formulated that the rotated structure is 

indeed important given the enzyme active site structure and that for this to be isolated “at 

least one conformation of the rotated form must be more stable than the most stable 

conformations of the unrotated form”.34 It would appear that this would be an obvious 

statement, however, it is important to note that it is backed by DFT computational 

evidence based on chain length of the dithiolate bridge, type of heteroatom at the apex of 

the propanedithiolate bridge, steric bulk in this same position and the cause of phosphine 

substitutions. It is interesting to note that this DFT study positioned phosphine ligands on 

the complex, one per iron center and calculated energies for each individual structure. 

More recent work by Darensbourg has shown by 13C NMR that these structures readily 

interconvert.66,67  Thus, through the use of steric bulk and maintaining rigidity via use of a 

two-carbon dithiolate bridge it may be possible to block these dimerization/degradation 

pathways and improve catalysis.  

 

Catalysts of Rigid Design 

Three active site-inspired catalysts are shown below. It is proposed that the 

inherent rigidity from the two-carbon bridging dithiolate and the alkyl bulk in these 

dithiolate ring ligands would lend themselves to blocking dimerization events. The first 

pictured on the left, 2, is µ-(cis-1,2-cyclopentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (pent-cat). 

Besides rigidity and steric bulk a key feature of this five membered ring is that it has very 

limited flexibility.  Although it could be argued that the “envelope” shape of the ring 
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could invert giving a moderately different structure, this is unlikely as this would cause 

significant steric interaction between the ring and apical carbonyl just below it.  

As with the one carbon differences between eth-cat and pdt-cat, changing the five 

membered ring to a six membered ring has significant consequences. Complex 3, µ-(cis-

1,2-cyclohexanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (below),  contains a boat conformation of 

a cyclohexane ring and is henceforth referred to as “hex-cat”. This catalyst is unique, not 

only for this study but catalysts in general, in the sense that it contains a geometrically 

strained system. It is well known and taught throughout basic organic chemistry that the 

boat conformation of a cyclohexane ring is higher in energy than the chair conformation 

and that these two conformers can interconvert. This is a very important feature which 

comes into play upon reduction of this catalyst. Details of this interesting dynamic 

process are discussed in later chapters. The conformational change in structure prevents 

reversibility in the electrochemistry however it promotes other aspects of catalysis. 

Alternatively, addition of one more carbon to make a seven-membered ring proves to be 

equally interesting. 

Finally, µ-(2-exo,3-exo-bicyclo[2.2.1]heptanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 4, 

pictured on the far right, will be referred to as the “norbor-cat”. This catalyst, like pent-

cat, is a very rigid ring but now exhibits direct steric interaction between the apical 

carbonyl ligand and the nearest-neighbor carbon of the seven-membered ring. Each of 

these catalysts offer different perspective for changing the dithiolate bridge but also the 

chemistry associated with sterically bulky dithiolate ligands on a very fluxional 

framework.
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Figure 1.6. Proposed catalysts of interested. From left to right: pent-cat (2), hex-cat (3), 
norbor-cat (4). 
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Through the use of the above catalysts it will be shown that although 

electrochemical experiments are atmosphere dependent, degradation pathways can be 

blocked and increase of catalytic activity is observed. It will also be shown that the 

increase in steric bulk promotes rotation of one of the iron centers and this process is 

important for activation of the catalytic cycle, which, is conveniently on the time scale of 

the electrochemical experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 

 Presented in this chapter are the necessary experimental details for reproduction 

of all aspects of the chemistry outlined in this dissertation. A discussion of the routes to 

synthesis of the complexes is given along with characteristic data including infrared 

resonance (IR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and mass spectrometry (MS). 

Sample considerations and basic instrumentation information are provided for further 

analysis by single-crystal X-ray diffraction, gas-phase ultra-violet photoelectron 

spectroscopy, electrochemical studies, and computational methods of the alkyldithiolate 

complexes. 

 

Preparation of Materials  

 General Considerations.  Synthesis of an alkyldithiolatodiironhexcarbonyl 

complex requires three key components: the alkyl moiety, sulfur, and the 

diironhexacarbonyl moiety. Synthetic routes differ in the way these three components are 

combined. The more efficient and easiest synthesis involves reaction of an alklydithiol 

and diironnonacarbonyl; triirondodecacarbonyl can be used as well. However, dithiols 

may not be readily available which requires use of an unsaturated alkyl ligand and 

Fe2S2(CO)6 or, as in the case with µ-(2-exo,3-exo-bicylo[2.2.1]heptanedithiolato) 

diironhexacarbonyl, a more indirect route must be used. 
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 All starting materials were used without further purification as received from the 

chemical suppliers: 1,2-ethanedithiol, cyclopentene, cyclohexene, norbornene, 

iron(0)pentacarbonyl, diironnonacarbonyl, LiEt3BH (Super-Hydride®), were purchased 

from Aldrich; sulfur powder was purchased from EMD Chemicals, Inc.; THF was used 

as received (anhydrous, DriSolv, or reagent grade) or dispensed using an MBraun Solvent 

Purification System (EMD Omnisolv, unstabilized). 

 IR data were collected on a Nicolet 380 FT-IR spectrophotometer. NMR data 

were collected on a Varian 200 or Varian Unity 300. Samples were submitted to the mass 

spectrometry facility for analysis and the data obtained was from electron impact 

ionization methods. 

Synthesis of  µµµµ-(1,2-ethanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (eth-cat). 0.6 mL of 

Fe(CO)5 and 0.2 mL of 1,2-ethanedithiol were added to 15 mL of THF, which had been 

degassed for 15 minutes with argon, in a 3-neck round-bottom flask equipped with a 

reflux condenser and Ar inlet and outlet. In addition to an oil bubbler on the Ar outlet, a 

bleach bubbler was also used to prevent a thiol odor from eminating throughout the lab. 

This solution was stirred for 10 minutes and was then brought to reflux temperature (~75 

°C) using an oil bath. The reaction was refluxed for 1.5 h to give a dark brown-to-red 

colored solution and was then rotary evaporated to dryness. A silica gel column was used 

with hexanes as eluant, 2.5 cm x 20 cm. Yield: 0.49 mg, 28% vs Fe (CO)5. 

Alternate synthesis: 0.99 g of Fe2(CO)9 was added to a Schlenk flask under 

nitrogen atmosphere in a chemical dry box. Using Schlenk techniques, 0.5 mL of 1,2-

ethanedithiol was added to 50 mL of THF, degassed with Ar for 15 min and cannulated 
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into the Schlenk flask containing diironnonacarbonyl. This solution was stirred at room 

temperature under positive Ar pressure for 22 hours and then rotary evaporated to 

dryness. A similar workup to the synthesis above was used. IR (mineral oil (or hexanes or 

heptane), CO stretching, cm-1): 2077 (s), 2036 (s), 2006 (s), 1993 (s), 1983 (m). See 

literature for NMR data.17,53,76-79 

 Synthesis of µµµµ-(cis-1,2-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (pent-cat).  

0.250g of Fe2S2(CO)6, 10 molar equivalents of cyclopentene and 250 ml of THF were 

added to a Hanovia photochemical reactor and irradiated with a 400W medium pressure 

mercury lamp for 15 minutes. The resulting dark red-black reaction mixture was rotary 

evaporated to dryness and applied to a column of silica (38 x 4 cm) with hexanes as 

eluant. The first isolated fraction was unreacted Fe2S2(CO)6, the second fraction was an 

unknown purple-to-black material, thought to be of the form FexSy(CO)z based on the 

observation that it contaminates IR spectra but not 1H-NMR spectra. The third fraction 

isolated was desired product as indicated by IR. Yield: 0.196 g, 16% vs Fe2S2(CO)6 after 

four combined repetitions; 22% after recovery of Fe2S2(CO)6. 
1H NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 

1.34 (complex multiplet), 1.78 (complex multiplet), 2.04 (complex multiplet) 3.32 

(pentet); 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 33.6, 34.4, 59.7, 203.9; IR (mineral oil (or hexanes 

or heptane), CO stretching, cm-1): 2074 (s), 2033 (s), 2005 (s), 1990 (s), 1979 (s), 1954 

(vw), 1948 (vw); MS (m/z) EI found 411.848 [M+], parent ion C11H8O6S2Fe2 requires 

411.846. Due to instrument failure in the mass spectrometry facility, no other ions were 

provided. 
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Synthesis of µµµµ-(cis-1,2-hexanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (hex-cat).  0.250g 

of Fe2S2(CO)6, 10 molar equivalents of cyclohexene and 250 ml of THF were added to a 

hanovia reactor and irradiated with a 400W medium pressure mercury lamp for 10 

minutes. The resulting black reaction mixture was rotary evaporated to dryness. This 

process was repeated seven times and the combined reactions were applied to a column 

of silica (38 x 4 cm) with hexanes as eluant. Because of the difficult separation, a second 

column of the same proportions was run on the isolated product to remove Fe2S2(CO)6 

and FexSy(CO)z contaminants. The first isolated fraction was unreacted Fe2S2(CO)6, the 

second, an unknown purple-to-black material (see previous synthesis) and the third 

fraction isolated was desired product as indicated by IR. Yield: 86 mg, 8.3% vs 

Fe2S2(CO)6. IR (mineral oil (or hexanes or heptane), CO stretching, cm-1): 2074 (s), 2033 

(s), 2005 (s), 1990 (s), 1979 (s), 1954 (vw), 1948 (vw); Other previously reported NMR 

and MS data: 1H NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 1.26 (CH2, m), 1.63 (CH2, m), 2.56 (CH, m); 13C 

NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 19.2, 28.2, 51.9, 208.3, 208.8; MS (m/z) 426 [M+] (low 

resolution), parent ion C12H10O6S2Fe2 requires 425.86 (high resolution).80 

Synthesis of µµµµ-(2-exo,3-exo-bicylo[2.2.1]heptanedithiolato)diiron-

hexacarbonyl (norbor-cat). Norbornyltrithiolane (0.120 g, 0.63 mmol) (exo-3,4,5-

trithiatricyclo[5.2.1.0]decane) was added to a 50 mL round-bottomed flask equipped with 

a reflux condenser. A small amount (~5 mL) of dry THF was added to the flask and then 

degassed by bubbling argon through the stirred solution for 10 min. Once degassed, 1 M 

LiEt3BH in THF (4 molar equivalents) was syringed into the flask and refluxed for 1 h as 

described by Poulain et al. Approximately 10 mL of water was slowly added by syringe 
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and the product was extracted using ether (3 x 5 mL). The ethereal layer was added to a 

round-bottomed flask equipped with stirring and 0.256 g (0.70 mmol) of Fe2(CO)9 was 

added to flask. Argon was immediately used to degas this solution and the reaction was 

allowed to stir for 3 h. This reaction mixture was rotary evaporated to dryness and 

purified by silica gel column chromatography with hexanes as eluant. Yield: 86 mg, 28% 

vs Fe2(CO)9 or 31% vs norbornyltrithiolane. 1H NMR (CDCl3, ppm): d 2.66 (doublet), 

2.29 (singlet), 1.73–0.85 (complex multiplet); 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): 28.7, 32.6, 43.3, 

62.9; IR (mineral oil (or hexanes or heptane), CO stretching, cm-1): 2074 (s), 2033 (s), 

2005 (s), 1990 (s), 1979 (s), 1954 (vw), 1948 (vw); MS (m/z) EI found 437.84 [M+], 

parent ion C13H10O6S2Fe2 requires 438.05; masses corresponding to successive loss of six 

carbonyl ligands were observed, along with the mass of Fe2S2
+. The observed isotopic 

distribution pattern of the molecular ion, m/z 437.8, was used as support for confirmation 

of the diiron complex, m/z (relative intensity): 435.86 (12.5%), 436.87 (2.4%), 437.86 

(100%), 438.86 (21.1%), 439.86 (12.7%), 440.86 (2.3%).81-84 

 

Gas-phase Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

 Photoelectron spectra were recorded using an instrument that features a 36 cm 

radius, 8 cm gap hemispherical analyzer85 with a custom-designed photon source, sample 

cells, digital electronics, and control software as described previously.86 Calibration of 

the ionization energy scale was carried out using the 2P3/2 ionization of argon (15.759 eV) 

and the 2E1/2 ionization of methyl iodide (9.538 eV), and the spectrometer drift was 

controlled to less than (0.005 eV using the argon 2P3/2 peak as an  
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Table 2.1.  Photoelectron spectroscopy data summary. 
 µ-(C5H8S2)Fe2(CO)6 

(Pent-cat) 
µ-(C6H10S2)Fe2(CO)6 

(Hex-cat) 
µ-(C7H10S2)Fe2(CO)6 

(Norbor-cat) 

Tsub (
oC) 55 – 75 55 – 75 45 – 76 

Photon Source He I/He II He I/He II He I/He II 

File Name 
bjp05 
bjp723 
bjp1201 

bjp06 
bjp0304 

bjp04 

Energy Range 
(eV) 

6.5 – 11.0 / 6.5 – 12.0 6.5 – 11.0 / 6.0 – 11.0 6.5 – 11.0 / 6.0 – 11.0 

Cell Al Al Al 

Date Collected 2008 2009 2008 

Notebook 
Pages 

131 – 133 141 119 – 121 
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internal calibration lock of the absolute ionization energy. The instrument resolution, 

measured using the full width at half-maximum of the argon 2P3/2 ionization during actual 

data collection, was 0.022-0.031 eV. The samples sublimed cleanly in the 10-4 Torr 

pressure vacuum, and data were collected in the range 45-80 °C with no visible changes 

in the spectra during data collection. Water was noted early in the data collection but 

disappeared over time. The spectrum is corrected for the He Iβ line (1.866 eV higher in 

energy and 3% the intensity of the He Iα line) present in a He discharge source and for 

the change in instrument analyzer sensitivity as a function of the electron kinetic energy. 

The photoelectron data were analyzed using the computer program WinFp versions 

20.00-22.09 written by Prof. D. L. Lichtenberger. 

 

Single-crystal X-ray Diffraction 

 All X-ray crystallography data was submitted to the X-ray Diffraction Facility in 

the Chemistry Department and was collected by Dr. Gary S. Nichol using a Bruker 

SMART APEXII diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo Kα radiation. 

APEXII was used for diffractometer control and data collection; SAINT was used for 

data reduction; SADABS was used to correct for absorption; structure solution and 

refinement was by SHELXTL. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data are discussed in the 

respective data chapters. 
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Electrochemical Studies 

 All electrochemistry data was collected in the laboratory of Prof. Dennis Evans 

and was collected by either Dr. Noriko Okumura or Dr. Greg A. N. Felton. All data 

presented in this dissertation was collected by Dr. Felton. Typical conditions include the 

use of a glassy-carbon working electrode, silver reference electrode, acetonitrile solution, 

1 mM of catalyst, and 0.1 M NBu4PF6. For internal calibration cyclic voltammograms of 

the ferrocene couple (Fc/Fc+) were collected periodically. All potentials in this 

dissertation, experimental or calculated, are referenced to this redox couple. Further 

electrochemical details are explained elsewhere.63,87 

 

Computational Methods 

All computations were performed with ADF2006.01d. Geometry optimizations 

and frequency calculations were carried out using the VWN functional with the Stoll 

correction implemented.88 Figures of the optimized geometries were created with the 

program Molekel.89 All electronic energies reported were calculated using the OPBE 

density functional.90 Reasoning for selecting these methods have been described.63 A 

triple-ζ STO basis set with one polarization function (TZP), available in the ADF 

package, was used in all calculations. Relativistic effects were taken into account in all 

calculations by using the scalar ZORA formalism91  implemented as part of the 

ADF2006.01d program. All electronic structures with unpaired spins were calculated 

using an unrestricted framework. Only low-spin complexes have been analyzed. 
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The theoretical stretching frequencies for all species were calculated analytically 

with the same DFT model as that for the geometry optimization, and the lack of 

imaginary frequencies shows that each geometry is a true minimum. Any frequency less 

than 40 cm-1 was ignored as long as the structure appeared reasonable and the energy of 

the structure was comparable to similar systems studied. For comparison of the calculated 

gas-phase CO frequencies with the experimental solution frequencies for each compound, 

the calculated frequencies were shifted lower by a shift-factor. This corresponds to a 

scaling of CO frequencies from calculated to experiment by a factor. Because the 

adjustment in the calculated frequencies is small, and because the thermal contribution to 

the free energies for redox potentials and pKa’s is a small contribution to the total values, 

the vibrational frequencies were used unchanged in the calculations of the free energies 

in the catalytic scheme. For visual comparison of the simulated IR spectra with the 

experimental IR spectra, the calculated absorptions were broadened with a Gaussian 

function based on the observed experimental full-width at half maximum of the most 

intense absorption peak.  

Solvation effects on the complexes were modeled through the Conductor-like 

Screening Model (COSMO) of solvation.92 The solvent parameters implemented were 

those defined by the ADF2006.01d program to simulate an acetonitrile solvated 

environment. Free energy (G) values were calculated from the electronic self-consistent-

field (SCF) energies considering the qtranslational, qrotational, and qvibrational contributions.93 

Enthalpy and entropy terms were calculated under standard temperature and pressure and 
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if negative frequencies were observed from the normal-mode analysis they were not 

taken into account for these thermodynamic quantities. 

Standard potentials versus ferrocene were computed as the free energy difference 

of the reaction Fc + A ⇌ Fc+ + A•- (all solvated), where A is the diiron complex under 

investigation. From this, the standard potential is obtained by the relation E°A/A•- vs 

ferrocene = -∆G°rxn/F where F is Faraday’s constant. The absolute half-cell potential for 

the Fc/Fc+ couple was calculated to be -5.00 V in acetonitrile, which is in good 

agreement with the -5.05 value estimated from analysis of the surface dipole problem. 

When computing Ka values, the proton was treated as having one molecule in the primary 

solvation sphere, CH3CN-H+, and this species was considered to participate in the 

reaction, HA + CH3CN ⇌ A- + CH3CN-H+, in a solvated environment. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SPECTROSCOPIC, ELECTROCHEMICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS 
OF µ-(1,2-ETHANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL:  A  

STRUCTURALLY SIMPLE ACTIVE SITE MODEL 
 
Introduction 

Mentioned in the introduction is the notion that simplicity in a catalyst is desirable 

as this would not only give a less complicated study but also that this minimal complex 

could be used as a benchmark for other catalysts which contain structural similarities. If 

eth-cat is used as a simplistic model, a concern is that previous work has already shown 

that reduction leads to dimerization through the loss of a CO ligand.2,27 The following 

work will show that the observed one-to-two electron reduction event is not dimerization 

and that eth-cat is a good starting point for understanding the alkyldithiolate catalysts 

presented here. 

The ease of synthesis of this active site-inspired catalyst has piqued the interest of 

multiple research groups to study this system as it pertains to the hydrogenase active site. 

The synthetic route to this complex is detailed in literature and the previous chapter. It 

should also be mentioned that the X-ray crystal structure has also been previously 

determined, as well as the photoelectron (PE) spectrum.55 To provide further analysis of 

this complex, electrochemical and computational methods are reported here. For 

validation of computational methods, comparison of the crystal structure to the calculated 

gas-phase geometric structure is presented here along with comparison of CO stretching 

frequencies in the infrared region (IR) .  
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Neutral Geometry and Electronic Structure 

X-ray Structure. A couple different entries for this complex can be found in the 

Cambridge Structural Database, representing the same individual structure but have 

crystallized in a different space group and, therefore, different unit cells.77,78,94 The DFT 

structure closely matches the reported X-ray diffraction structures and comparisons are 

shown in Table 3.1, below. Based on the comparison in this table it can be said that 

calculations are appropriately accounting for the neutral geometric and electronic 

structure of this complex. To further support this conclusion, the CO stretching 

frequencies in their region are shown below along with the calculated frequencies; in a 

manner similar to that of which is previously reported.63  
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Table 3.1. Comparison of Computed Structure of 
µ-(1,2-Ethanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl to Crystallographic Data.a 

Bond/Angleb X-rayc  DFTd,e 

Fe-Fe 2.5021(11)  2.514 

S• • •S 2.8864(16)  2.926 

S-CL 
1.822(5) 
1.830(5)      

 1.839 

Fe-S-Fe 
68.11(4) 
67.80(4) 

 67.7 

Fe-S 
2.2396(13)     2.2447(13) 
2.2282(13)     2.2413(13) 

 2.256 

Fe-Ca 
1.797(5) 
1.786(5) 

 1.775 

Fe-Cb 
1.787(5)     1.783(5) 
1.795(5)     1.779(5) 

 1.783 

Ca-Oa 
1.134(6) 
1.148(6) 

 1.158 

Cb-Ob 
1.147(6)     1.138(6) 
1.128(7)     1.154(6) 

 1.156 

Ca-Fe-Cb 
99.8(2)     96.2(2) 
101.9(2)     99.0(2) 

 99.9 

Cb-Fe-Cb 
93.5(2) 
91.1(2) 

 92.2 

Ca-Fe-Fe 
150.59(15) 
148.48(15) 

 149.1 

Cb-Fe-Fe 
101.60(15)     103.27(15) 
100.52(18)     101.48(15)     

 101.4 

S-Fe-S 
80.13(4) 
80.45(4) 

 80.8 

 

aBond lengths in Å, angles in degrees. b Ca refers to the apical COs in the local square-
based pyramid geometry of each Fe, and Cb refers to the basal COs. CL refers to the 
carbon atoms attached to the sulfur atoms. cParenthetical numbers denote error in 
measurement. dSee experimental chapter for details of the DFT method. eComputational 
geometric parameters are averaged to C2v symmetry for the molecule where applicable. 
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IR Absorption: CO stretching frequencies. CO stretching frequencies in the 

infrared region are shown in Figure 3.1. It is observed that the computations are 

accurately accounting for the geometric and electronic structures since the calculated 

frequencies closely match the experimental data. For this particular data set, a scale factor 

of 1.0025 was used to simulate the calculated frequencies and a peak broadening 

matching the full-width at half-maximum  (FWHM) of the highest intensity peak in the 

experimental IR spectrum was used. This is standard for comparison of experimental and 

calculated IR spectrum data.2,63,83 This gives validation to the computations at a 

fundamental level and provides useful information concerning the electronic structure. 

Since the computations are fairly accurate, little correction is used for calculation of 

experimental values in the electrochemistry and photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. 

The electronic structure can be further probed experimentally using photoelectron 

spectroscopy and calculations.55  
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Figure 3.1. Experimental (top) and calculated (bottom) of eth-cat in the carbonyl 
stretching region. Known chemical impurities are denoted by an asterisk. 
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Work by Glass et al.55 has made use of photoelectron spectroscopy to further the 

understanding of the electronic structure of this complex and some ethyl-tin derivatives. 

Of interest, as it pertains to this work, is the approach of using the combination of PES 

and computations for understanding the electronic structure of the eth-cat complex. With 

this information, predictions can then be made concerning which structural features are 

most important and what can be done to advance the understanding of related complexes. 

In this article55 it is stated that the electronic structure of the eth-cat is exceedingly similar 

to that of the µ-(1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (pdt-cat) as is expected. 

However, a deeper understanding is necessary since there appears to be such a great 

difference based on dimer products and electrochemical data.2,71 Finally, the difference 

between the electrochemical data for these two catalysts and the data provided by Glass 

and coworkers is that the electrochemical data, depending how it is used, focus more on 

the orbital character of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of these 

complexes and it is known that these molecules are highly fluxional.95 PE spectroscopic 

studies are focused on the oxidation of the species and the electronic structure of the 

neutral complex but this poses a problem since PES has no way of probing unoccupied 

orbitals. Therefore, the approach of looking at the photoelectron spectrum and 

electrochemical behavior to gain insight, not only into the electronic structure of the 

neutral species but also the reduced species, proves to be quite powerful. 
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Electrochemistry 

Background. Through the use of electrochemistry some very important chemical 

information can be obtained for eth-cat and can be compared to the hydrogenase enzyme 

electronically. If we study the reduction potentials of these systems compared to the 

enzyme a benchmark can be obtained for similarity of electron uptake. Also, 

electrochemistry provides an easy method for monitoring catalysis due to its ability to 

provide a facile method for reduction and a proton source by addition of a known amount 

of acid; acetic acid for these studies. 

The first system studied by our group was µ-(1,2-benzenedithiolato)-

diironhexacarbonyl (benz-cat) which gave rise to methods for study of these types of 

complexes. The geometric and electronic structures of benz-cat was studied using 

photoelectron spectroscopy and DFT calculations. Under electrochemical conditions it 

was found that benz-cat was able to produce molecular hydrogen from the weak acid,  

acetic acid. DFT computations were utilized further to provide a reasonable mechanism 

for molecular hydrogen production.  

An important computational finding in this study was that of the HOMO and 

LUMO character of benz-cat. As can be seen in the Figure 3.2, the LUMO character 

between these two catalysts is drastically different. The benz-cat LUMO is primarily Fe-

S anti-bonding in character. In the electrochemical experiment, it was determined that 

benz-cat undergoes an initial two-electron reduction and at more negative potentials 

catalysis occurs. This two-electron reduction event was attributed to a phenomenon 

known as potential inversion. 
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Figure 3.2. Calculated molecular orbital character of the HOMO and LUMO of benz-cat 
(top) and eth-cat (bottom). 
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Potential inversion is a process in which a second electrochemical step, E2°, (a 

reduction or oxidation step) occurs at a smaller potential than that of the first reduction or 

oxidation step, E1°, while only a single reduction or oxidation peak is observed. One of 

the most important implications of potential inversion is that upon the first 

electrochemical step a significant molecular rearrangement must occur to accommodate 

the second electron event at a smaller potential. For the case of benz-cat, the 

electrochemical and computational data strongly suggest that after a one electron 

reduction, the molecule undergoes an intramolecular rearrangement which allows uptake 

of the second electron at a less negative potential. Furthermore it should be stated that if a 

full two-electron reduction is observed, such is the case of benz-cat, the cathodic peak 

current, ipc, will be the experimental average of processes E1° and E2°. This concept will 

be important later in this chapter and in the following chapters. 

The two-electron reduction lead to a calculated structure which was basic enough 

to be protonated by acetic acid and was structurally unique in that it not only had a 

bridging carbonyl, a characteristic of the enzyme active site, but also contained a cleaved 

Fe-S bond, which follows from the LUMO orbital character show in Figure 3.2. The 

calculated electronic structure for eth-cat is vastly different. The LUMO of eth-cat is a 

mixture of Fe-Fe anti-bonding and Fe-S anti-bonding. This raises questions as to what the 

behavior of this complex will be under electrochemical conditions and what will be the 

intermediate structures for catalysis. To answer such questions information from this 

benz-cat work was used to study the saturated alkyldithiolate complexes presented in this 

dissertation.  
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Figure 3.3. Cyclic voltammograms of eth-cat under CO (blue) and Ar (red) atmosphere. 
Conditions: acetonitrile, scan rate: 0.1 V/s, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst.. 
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Atmospheric Dependence. To begin the analysis of eth-cat in an electrochemical 

setting, the effect of atmosphere, either Ar or CO, was studied. Atmospheric dependence 

has been reported before in the literature27,60 and is still important to discuss as it is this 

dependence on atmosphere which causes us to study these systems almost exclusively 

under CO and arrive at reasonable conclusions.  

In Figure 3.3 it can be seen that eth-cat shows significant atmospheric 

dependence. Under a CO atmosphere a reduction event is observed near -1.7 V and at 

more negative potentials, in the absence of a proton source, no additional reduction peaks 

are observed. Furthermore, eth-cat appears to be very reversible as a nearly complete 

oxidation event corresponding to this reduction is observed near -1.4 V. Under Ar 

atmosphere, however, there is a reduction event near -1.7 V but then there is a second 

reduction event near -2.2 V. The second reduction event not being observed under CO 

atmosphere would suggest that this second reduction is due to a CO-loss product of eth-

cat upon formation of the reduced species at -1.7 V. This would explain the catalytic 

substitution of ligands in eth-cat observed by Darchen and coworkers59 as well as offer 

support for the reported dimerization,1,3,71 because both products initiate from the same 

point, CO dissociation. It is also interesting to note the presence of the two oxidation 

peaks observed under Ar atmosphere. Finally, it should be pointed out that the peak 

current for the first reduction event and the corresponding oxidation event are 

significantly limited under Ar compared to CO atmospheres. For these reasons 

electrochemical data was collected under CO atmosphere as this appears to suppress CO 

dissociation and aid in prevention of degradation of the complexes. 
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 Scan-rate Dependence. Under CO atmosphere a scan-rate dependence study was 

performed on eth-cat. It was thought that because of the noticeable difference in ipc at the 

first reduction event in the atmospheric dependence studies it may be possible to 

elucidate some information concerning what was occurring upon reduction. A scan-rate 

dependence study observes the change, if any, in peak current as different rates of 

potential change are used. This means that if a slow scan rate is used, the molecules 

which are reduced or oxidized have time to diffuse away from the electrode, react, 

degrade, or rearrange and could lead to observation of other reduction and/or oxidation 

events. At faster scan rates the molecules do not have time to do perform any of these 

actions and therefore a comparison can be made between the data at slower scan rate and 

faster scan rate to learn something about the system of interest. 

 For the eth-cat system, the results proved to be very interesting. Shown in Figure 

3.4 are the results for the scan-rate dependence study. At a fast scan rate (0.01 V/s) a one-

electron reduction is observed near -1.75 V. At a slow scan-rate, however, a full two-

electron process is observed. This behavior has been attributed to disproportionation 

reactions27 or dimer formation.1,71 Before describing what we believe this process to be, it 

is important to first address these claims proposed by other groups and then provide data 

from an experiment which shows these two processes are not of primary concern. 
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Figure 3.4. Cyclic voltammograms of eth-cat at varying scan rates. Conditions: CO 
atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst. 
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 The results of a  scan-rate dependence study of pdt-cat and a similar catalyst have 

been ascribed27 to a disproportionation reaction: 

022 NDA +→+ −−
 

 It was proposed that either two anions are reacting and giving a neutral complex as well 

as a dianionic complex, as shown above, or a neutral complex and an anionic complex 

were reacting to form a dianionic dimer product upon the uptake of a second electron.

 It could be proposed that the one-to-two electron process is the disproportionation 

reaction proposed above. Because of the way the disproportionation reaction works, two 

anions react to give a dianion and a neutral species. If the potential at the electrode 

surface is sufficient, the neutral product of this disproportionation, N0, reduces. 

Therefore, three electrons have been passed to two molecules giving a ratio of one-and-a-

half electrons per molecule.  This electron-to-molecular ratio disallows a full, two-

electron process.  

However, this does not completely refute dimerization. The reason being that 

although formation of a dianionic dimer complex is still a one-to-one electron-to-

molecule ratio, it is uncertain where the dimer would further reduce, if at all. The way to 

test the hypothesis of dimerization followed by subsequent reduction is to perform a 

concentration study. If dimerization is occurring then the rate for the reaction should be, 

overall, second-order. By making a plot of current versus scan rate using solutions of 

various concentrations it should be possible to observe a significant
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Figure 3.5. Plot of peak current response as a function of scan-rate dependence for 
various concentrations of eth-cat. 
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change in slope if a second-order reaction were occurring. At slower scan rates and 

higher concentrations the reaction would dimerize faster and at fast scan rates and lower 

concentrations the reaction would not be likely to occur because the reduction products 

would not have enough time to react and the rate of dimer formation should decrease 

with a decrease in concentration. Dr. Greg Felton has performed this study, and it shows 

a uniform trend throughout the series of experiments, denoting that dimerization is, 

indeed,  not a factor. Understanding that the process being observed is not due to 

dimerization or disproportionation begs the question, what is the cause of this observed 

behavior? 

 As has been previously discussed, in the case of eth-cat the peak height increases 

at slower scan rates and the peak shape differs slightly, as can be seen in Figure 3.4. The 

term “peak height”, however, is ill-defined and should be formerly assigned as ipc which 

represents the peak current at the cathodic wave of the cyclic voltammogram; ipa would, 

therefore, be defined as the peak current at the anodic wave. Since the redox couples here 

are not fully electrochemically reversible, i.e. ipc≈ipa, it is best to refer to the individual 

peaks of the redox couples as opposed to an immeasurable point of reference. 

Looking back at the scan-rate dependence experiments a few observed trends 

need to be highlighted. Besides the one-electron-to-two-electron events previously 

discussed it is also observed that the potential for the one-electron process is more 

negative than that of the full two-electron process. Also, it is seen that the peak potential 

of the oxidation process shifts depending on scan-rate, an undocumented occurrence in 

these systems. The observed increase ipc at slower scan rates and the shift to less negative 
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potentials at the full two-electron process denotes almost a classical case of potential 

inversion. Recall that upon a one-electron process intramolecular rearrangement of the 

newly formed anion allows uptake of a second electron at less negative potential. 

Furthermore, the two-electron reduction is an average of the two one-electron processes, 

thus explaining the shift to less negative potentials. The shifting potential of the oxidation 

process is not as straight forward. 

Mechanism for Intramolecular Rearrangement. To further elucidate the redox 

processes occurring for eth-cat, fitting of the various scan rate data provided key insights. 

Based on fitting of the electrochemical data it is proposed that the reduction process 

follows a mechanism of the following form: 

 

where A is eth-cat, A- is the reduced form of eth-cat, B- is a intramolecular rearrangement 

product of A- and C2- is a species which is the product of a second reduction of B-. This 

mechanism is able to account for the rate of potential inversion seen at the reduction 

event by introducing a slow intramolecular rearrangement from A- to B-. Also, it accounts 

for the variable potential oxidation event by predicting the two-electron oxidation of C2- 

back to A. Using DFT computational methods the structures of each of these complexes 

was explored based on comparison of the electrochemical fit data to calculated reduction 

potentials, rate of intramolecular rearrangement, and oxidation potentials. 

 Scheme 3.1 depicts the mechanism with structures for each step of the redox 

process and the intramolecular rearrangement. The existence of B- in this process is 

unprecedented but it necessary to account for the rate at which rearrangement takes place. 
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In the benz-cat example, the mechanism was effectively A being reduced to B- which was 

reduced to C2- and there was no presence of a variable potential oxidation step detected.  

 The structure of A is that of the neutral eth-cat, this is reduced to the  species A- in 

Scheme 3.1 which contains a lengthened Fe-Fe bond and is the global minimum structure 

on the anionic potential energy surface. The existence of an intermediate structure is 

proposed somewhere between the eth-cat anion containing a lengthened Fe-Fe bond and a 

structure with a cleaved Fe-S bond, rotated iron center, and a bridging carbonyl, C2-, 

which is the global minimum on the dianionic potential energy surface. Using the 

structures proposed from fluxionality studies by Darensbourg’s group, a similar 

intermediate structure for the anion, B-, can be used in the scheme for variable electron 

reduction and further supported by calculations to be reduced to C2-.67,95 
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Scheme 3.1. Mechanism for intramolecular rearrangement of eth-cat upon an initial one-
electron reduction.  
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The calculated values for the initial, one-electron reduction is -1.76 V vs Fc+/Fc 

and results in lengthening of the Fe-Fe bond, A-. From this point the catalyst can rotate to 

a semi-bridging CO structure, B-. Given this structural change, it is calculated that a 

second electron can be taken up at -1.34 V,  an inverted potential, to give a dianion, C2-, 

which contains a cleaved Fe-S bond and bridging carbonyl. For processes involving 

potential inversion it is more accurate to look at the average of these two calculated 

reduction potentials, -1.55 V, as this will most closely correlate to the electrochemical 

experiment since the reduction observed is an average of two reduction processes. The 

cathodic peak current is observed to be slightly more negative of -1.65 V, lending 

validation to the calculated -1.55 V placing the relative error in the calculated energies to 

be about 3%.  

Calculated Potential Energy Surfaces. DFT computations also are able to 

describe the general features of the potential energy surfaces for the structural 

rearrangements proposed. Use of a linear transit calculation can give some indication of 

the general shape of the potential energy surface and provides insight where various 

anionic species are energetically relative to each other. By setting a variable distance 

between the Fe-S bond it is possible to slowly lengthen the Fe-S bond distance and obtain 

relative energies for this geometric change, generating a potential energy surface 

diagram, Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6. Fe-S bond distances plotted as a function of relative energy of the eth-cat 
anion with structures shown for start and end minima. 
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Figure 3.7. Fe-S bond distances plotted as a function of relative energy of the eth-cat 
dianion with structures shown for start and end minima. 
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The anionic intramolecular rearrangement is calculated to be an uphill process by 

0.27 eV (6.25 kcal/mol). This is in good agreement with previous work performed which 

calculates energy barriers of this rotation process for the neutral species to be 12-14 

kcal/mol and breaks the Fe-Fe bond. Because calculations are performed on the anionic 

species and not the neutral species it should be discussed as to why the energy of 6 

kcal/mol is on target. This can be easily explained by considering the molecular orbital 

character of A. The HOMO of this complex is Fe-Fe bonding and the LUMO is Fe-Fe 

anti-bonding and Fe-S anti-bonding. Whether the species is oxidized by one electron or 

reduced by one electron, the bond order of the Fe-Fe bond is diminished to approximately 

one-half. This means that for the anionic species the rotation would require less energy to 

break the Fe-Fe bond. Therefore, a lower energy for rotation would be expected in the 

anion than for the neutral complex.  

The results of this analysis point to the existence of an uphill process for the 

intramolecular rearrangement of the anion. This is important to note because it is this 

process which provides the reaction kinetics noted in the electrochemical experiments, 

coincidentally on the same time-scale. Electrochemical fit data further supports this 

process, giving a rate on the order of 10-5, which is coincidentally in-line with the 

calculated +0.27 eV. This result is further addressed later in this chapter. For the dianion 

there also appears to be a reaction barrier, Figure 3.7, from the all terminal-CO dianionic 

species to the rotated conformation, C2-. To better analyze the mechanism shown in 

Scheme 3.1 computations of the dianion should start from the species B-. Upon reduction 

of this species the energy barrier on the dianionic surface is avoided and relaxes to C2-. 
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One other problem is that it has been reported that DFT computational methods 

overestimate the energy barriers and long-range interactions necessary for computation of 

even simple systems.96,97  

It is important to discuss that the calculations show that Fe-S bond lengthening is 

the primary step which leads to the rate-limiting effect observed in the electrochemical 

experiment, not CO rotation.  At first, this might be interpreted as directly contradicting 

the structure calculated for the intermediate B-, however, it can be reasoned why this is 

not the case.  

The electrochemical experiments show potential inversion which means that upon 

the initial one-electron reduction, the anion must rearrange for uptake of a second 

electron at a less negative potential. The most important structural rearrangement of the 

anion which leads to potential inversion is rotation of an iron center and formation of a 

semi-bridging CO ligand, structure B-. Although this does not lead directly to a structure 

with a lengthened Fe-S bond, computations suggest this structure is on the way to an 

anionic structure containing a lengthened Fe-S bond which can then uptake a second 

electron to give the dianionic species C2-. Unfortunately, transition state searches have 

yielded limited results, and searching for structures with Fe-S has proven very difficult, 

which is why B- is the structure being used as a representative intermediate for 

conversion to the dianion. Calculations also indicate significant fluxionality on the 

anionic and dianionic potential energy surfaces. It is this fluxionality which allows 

formation of a short-lived intermediate with the necessary lengthened Fe-S bond to give 

C2- upon a second reduction.  
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For the mechanisms presented in this dissertation, B- is effectively a reasonable 

place-holder which provides potential inversion and fill outs the mechanism for 

intramolecular rearrangement. Furthermore, it should be stated that calculations show that 

the free energies between structures A- and B- are not representative of the energies 

needed for  the formation of the intermediate with a lengthened Fe-S bond. This means 

that the energy difference between structure B- as shown and the short-lived intermediate 

needed is a function of the strain in the dithiolate bridge. This concept will be highlighted 

appropriately throughout this dissertation. It should be further noted that it is only 

coincidence that the energies between these two species for eth-cat are on the similar 

order as the electrochemical simulation data. This would suggest that the true B- with a 

lengthened Fe-S bond and the structure shown in Scheme 3.1 have very similar energies. 

It will be shown for the other catalytic systems presented that as the rate of 

intramolecular rearrangement slows, this energy difference is likely increasing, thus 

hindering rearrangement and as the rate increases, this energy difference decreases. 

Catalysis. In the presence of acetic acid, the electrochemistry data shows 

catalysis at potentials more negative than that of the initial reduction event discussed 

above in the presence of a weak acid. Figure 3.8 shows the data obtained from these 

studies. The scan without acetic acid shows no reduction peaks around -2.2 V and does 

show some chemical reversibility. As increasing amounts of acetic acid are added a peak 

grows in around -2.2 V and is attributed to catalytic production of molecular hydrogen. 

This behavior is analogous to that of the benz-cat system. It should also be said that the 

peak current around -2.4 V is increasing as well. This increase of peak current is
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Figure 3.8. Cyclic voltammograms of eth-cat in the presence of concentrations of 
acetic acid shown in the figure. Conditions: CO atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy carbon 
electrode, 0.1 V/s, 1 mM catalyst. 
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attributed to the direct reduction of the acetic acid at the surface of the glassy-carbon 

electrode. The effect of direct reduction becomes an excelating problem as more acid is 

added and is important to keep in mind. Previous work has shown that it is important to 

consider the direct reduction when reporting catalytic activity since it can directly 

interfere with the peak current from the actual catalysis event, such is the case in the 

instance of the 5 mM amount of HOAc.61  

Since the mechanism of the first reduction event has already been proposed the 

second reduction event observed in the presence of acetic acid is attributed to that of the 

formation of molecular hydrogen. The electrochemical behavior observed in this case is 

fairly typical for many catalysts57,58,60,63 and will be shown throughout this work. The 

catalysis peak is not a simple feature and within it likely houses a few different processes 

which have been supported by DFT calculations, for example, protonation of the sulfur or 

carbonyl ligand,1,2 disproportionation,27 dimerization,3,71 and catalysis.63 
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Scheme 3.2. Procatalyst initiation and ECEC mechanism for catalytic reduction of 
protons to H2 for eth-cat. 
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For the mechanism presented here, Scheme 3.2,  consideration is solely given to 

the most likely mechanism contributing to the peak height of catalytic production of 

hydrogen. After activation via two-electron reduction it is assumed that the catalyst is 

protonated which is not an observable process in the electrochemical experiment. 

Reduction of this new species, Hcat1-, is observable. A second protonation step then 

occurs, evolving molecular hydrogen and regenerating the anion of the catalyst, Cat1-. 

The full mechanism is outlined in Scheme 3.2 and calculated details show in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2 provides the calculated electrochemistry parameters to support the 

proposed mechanism. More details of how this process is calculated can be found in 

Chapter 2. For catalysis to occur, acetic acid needs to be a strong enough acid to 

protonate the dianionic species formed at the initial reduction, meaning the pKa of the 

Hcat1- needs to be greater than that of the pKa of acetic acid (22.3). DFT calculations 

support this through calculation of the pKa of Hcat1- being 26.7. This protonated species 

is then reduced to a dianionic species. This reduction potential is calculated to be -2.23 V 

and fits under the experimental catalytic peak. A second proton can then react with this 

dianionic protonated species, HCat2-, to produce molecular hydrogen and regenerate the 

anion of the catalyst, Cat1-. It is better to calculate an overall ∆G for this latter process 

since it is a more realistic depiction of the chemical processes occurring. The ∆G for the 

final step to produce molecular hydrogen is calculated to be favorable at -0.51 eV which 

concludes the catalytic cycle. The regenerated anion is then quickly reduced to restart the 

cycle since the potential at the electrode is already more negative than the reduction 

potential for the reduction of the catalyst anion. 
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Table 3.2. Calculated Reduction Potentials, pKa Values, Energy of Rotation, and ∆G of 
Reaction for Eth-cat.a 

Eo
1 −+→

− 10 CatCat e  -1.76 V 

rotation 
−−

 →
11

u
rotation

t CatCat  + 0.27 eV 

Eo
2 

−+−
→

− 21 CatCat e
u  -1.34 V 

pKa −+−  →
+ 12 HCatCat H  26.7 

Eo
3 −+− →

− 21 HCatHCat e  -2.23 V 

∆Grxn 2
12 HCatHHCat u

H + →+
−++− +

 -0.90 eV 
aReduction potentials vs Fc/Fc+, pKa of acetic acid in acetonitrile: 22.3. 
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Conclusions 

Utilizing the information presented here it is possible to give appropriate 

justification, computational or otherwise, for the dynamic processes and mechanism 

outlined above. It has been shown that the computations are appropriately accounting for 

the necessary geometric structure as compared to X-ray crystallographic data and the 

agreement between the neutral eth-cat IR carbonyl stretching frequencies provides 

support that the computations are accounting for the electronic structure as well. 

As a testament to the validity of these computational methods it has been shown 

that reasonable mechanisms can be proposed for various aspects of the observed 

electrochemical experiments. The scan rate dependence of these catalysts shows a one-to-

two electron reduction process is occurring which activates the catalyst for catalysis. 

Using DFT calculations it is possible to gain insight into the possible structures for the 

reactive intermediates involved in this process. After the initial reduction of the catalyst 

to form the anion, calculations indicate that a second reduction event takes place upon 

structural rearrangement of the anion through a semi-bridging CO structure. The structure 

of the dianion obtained from the calculation contains a cleaved iron-sulfur bond and 

bridging CO. This dianion is basic enough to be protonated by acetic acid and produce 

molecular hydrogen at more negative potentials of the initial reduction event.  

Using eth-cat as a minimal basis of study, the work presented in this chapter can 

now be used to further investigate the differences in alkyl bulk, conformational strain, 

and steric strain provided by the pent-cat, hex-cat, and norbor-cat complexes. 
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CHAPTER 4  

SPECTROSCOPIC, ELECTROCHEMICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS 
OF µ-(CIS-1,2-CYCLOPENTANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL: THE 

EFFECT OF ALKYL-BULK IN THE DITHIOLATO BRIDGE ON THE 
ELECTROCATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF DIHYDROGEN 

 
Introduction 

The eth-cat served an initial model in which to study complexes which serve as 

[FeFe]hydrogenase enzyme active site-inspired catalysts. However, eth-cat was shown to 

be plagued with complexities when studied under electrochemical conditions. The 

problems which arose with eth-cat were shown to be most likely due to degradation and 

was attributed to routes involving CO loss leading up to dimerization. To inhibit 

degradation routes and block dimerization pathways µ-(cis-1,2-

cyclopentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl or, pent-cat, shown below, is studied because 

of its greater steric bulk and rigid dithiolate ligand. For this catalyst, a cyclopentane ring 

is a fairly rigid structure and adopts an “envelope” conformation within the catalyst. 

However, while studying the eth-cat system, Chapter 3, it has already been presented that 

CO dissociation and degradation pathways appear to be blocked when the 

electrochemistry is performed under a CO atmosphere rather than an Ar atmosphere. The 

alkyl bulk in pent-cat may also help in some other areas such as reversibility, since the 
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bulky cyclopentane ring can block dimerization. Catalytic hydrogen production may also 

improve due to an increase in basicity brought on by the inductive donor ability of the 

larger alkyldithiolate ligand. Using methods developed previously it will be shown how 

this change of the dithiolate ligand affects the catalytic processes. 

 
Neutral Geometry and Electronic Structure 

X-ray Structure.  The structure of pent-cat was determined by X-ray diffraction 

and selected bond lengths and angles are compared to calculated values in Table 4.1. As 

is indicated from the table, DFT computations do well in accounting for the electronic 

and geometric structure. The bond lengths and angles for the [2Fe2S] core match 

experimental values within hundredths of an angstrom or a few tenths of a degree. This is 

important because this central motif is thought to be significant as it is a structural feature 

maintained from the hydrogenase enzyme active site. The good agreement between 

computational and experimental bond lengths and angles indicates that computations 

have the ability to describe the electronic structure within this core and, thereby, account 

well for the geometric structure. The CO ligand bond lengths differ by approximately 

0.02 Å which is a minor variation between computational and experimental results.  

The molecule was found to have crystallized in a monoclinic space group, 

specifically P21/c. The crystallographic analysis provided by Dr. Gary S. Nichol further 

notes, “The cyclopentane ring has adopted an expected envelope conformation and the 

Cremer-Pople puckering parameter is Q = 0.392(3)Å, 286.2(4)°.” One consequence of 

crystallizing in the space group P21/c is seen in the asymmetry within the molecule 

presented by some of the bond lengths and angles within the molecule. However, to a 
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first approximation the symmetry can be taken as Cs. This can be seen by the amount of 

variation in the basal CO ligands. Utilizing the labeling scheme presented in Figure 4.1, it 

should be expected that so long as there is little variation between C7-O2 and C8-O3 as 

well as C10-O5 and C11-O6 then the symmetry of this complex can be reasonably 

assessed to be Cs. In fact, these distances vary experimentally by thousandths of 

angstroms. Therefore, it is reasonable to assess the computational data in accordance with 

this subtle approximation. For future reference, Fe1, C6-8, and O1-3 make up the 

“hindered” side of the molecule and Fe2, C9-11, and O4-6 make up the “unhindered” 

side of the molecule. 

The reduction of symmetry from C2v in the case of eth-cat to Cs in the case of the 

pent-cat stems from the introduction of the cyclopentane ring and as a consequence this 

lowering of symmetry can be seen in the Fe-Fe-Ca bond angles, where Ca represents the 

carbon atom of an apical carbonyl. On the unhindered side (see definition in Table 4.1) of 

the complex, the Fe-Fe-Ca angle is measured to be 148.52(9) and the opposite Fe-Fe-Ca 

on the hindered side is measured to be 152.62(7). This indicates there is a noticeable 

amount of steric interaction induced by the presence of the cyclopentane ring.  
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Figure 4.1. ORTEP diagram of pent-cat obtained from X-ray crystal diffraction with 
thermal ellipsoids at 30% probability level.  
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Table 4.1. Comparison of Computed Structure of µ-(cis-1,2-Cyclopentanedithiolato) 
diironhexacarbonyl to Crystallographic Data.a 

Bond/Anglea,b X-rayc  DFTd,e 

Fe-Fe 2.5049(5)  2.515 

S• • •S 2.8962(8)  2.930 

S-CL 
1.835(2) 
1.825(2) 

 1.840 

Fe-S-Fe 
67.59(2) 
67.85(2) 

 67.6 

 Hinderedg Unhindered  Hindered Unhindered 

Fe-S 
2.2478(6) 
2.2455(7) 

2.2558(6) 
2.2428(6) 

 2.259 2.262 

Fe-Ca 1.809(3) 1.810(3)  1.774 1.774 

Fe-Cb 
1.788(3) 
1.800(2) 

1.796(3) 
1.801(2) 

 1.782 1.783 

Ca-Oa 1.133(3) 1.123(3)  1.160 1.159 

Cb-Ob 
1.137(3) 
1.134(3) 

1.129(3) 
1.130(3) 

 1.156 1.156 

Ca-Fe-Cb 
100.13(11) 
97.11(12) 

99.96(15) 
98.74(11) 

 98.9 100.2 

Cb-Fe-Cb 93.02(11) 92.32(11)  92.2 92.1 

Ca-Fe-Fe 152.62(7) 148.52(9)  152.1 148.0 

Cb-Fe-Fe 
104.06(12) 
100.30(8) 

102.15(10) 
98.10(7) 

 100.3 101.9 

S-Fe-S 80.27(2) 80.15(2)  80.8 80.7 

 

aBond lengths in Å, angles in degrees. b Ca refers to the apical COs in the local square-
based pyramid geometry of each Fe, and Cb refers to the basal COs. CL refers to the 
carbon atoms attached to the sulfur atoms. cParenthetical numbers denote error in 
measurement. dSee experimental chapter for details of the DFT method. 
eComputational geometric parameters are averaged to Cs symmetry for the molecule 
where applicable.  fThis non-bonded distance is a post-refinement measurement. gSee 
text for definition of hindered and unhindered. 
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Figure 4.2. Experimental (top) and calculated (bottom) of pent-cat in the carbonyl 
stretching region. 
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IR Absorption: CO stretching frequencies. IR data was collected and further 

showed that computations of the neutral catalyst are able to accurately describe the 

electronic and geometric structure based on the observation that the frequencies from the 

calculation match the experimental CO stretching frequencies. For the calculated 

frequencies to truly match the experimental values a scale factor of 1.0016 was used for 

the computational frequencies. The peak broadening for the calculated values was 

introduced via a best fit of a single Gaussian peak, as implemented in the WinFP fitting 

program, to the most intense experimental peak. This broadening was then uniformly 

applied to all other calculated peaks to give the spectrum shown at the bottom of Figure 

4.2.  

 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Figure 4.3. shows the He I and He II gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectrum 

of pent-cat. The spectrum shows an onset energy of 7.50(3) eV which is correlated by a 

calculated adiabatic ionization energy of 7.65 eV, denoted by an arrow on the low energy 

side of the spectrum. This adiabatic ionization energy is attributed to a structure on the 

upper -cation state surface containing a bridging CO and an open coordination site on the 

more sterically hindered iron center, as shown in Figure 4.4. The formation of this 

bridging CO is considered to be one of the desirable structural features for activity as this 

is reminiscent of the enzyme active site. 
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Figure 4.3.  He I (black) and He II (blue) gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of 
pent-cat. 
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Further analysis using computational methods points to a vertical ionization 

energy of 8.13 eV which generally falls where indicated by the arrow on the higher 

energy side of the spectrum. Unfortunately, it is difficult to discuss, in detail, the 

ionization events contributing to the first, broad band in the PE spectrum because there 

are many ionization events within this band. Consider a typical electron count 

surrounding the iron atoms. The iron atoms alone contribute 12 electrons from t2g-type 

orbitals on each iron atom plus 2 from the metal-metal bond giving 14 electrons total. 

This would predict 7 metal-based ionizations underneath the first band. The sulfur atoms 

provide more delocalization within this system and further complicate this band. The 

peak near ~9.5 eV is assigned to the ionization of the sulfur lone pair and the peaks at 

higher energy are attributed to carbon ligand and sulfur orbitals, as evidenced by the 

decrease in relative ionization intensity in this region with He II ionization. Furthermore, 

it can be seen there is little change in orbital character between the pent-cat and eth-cat so 

the similarities in their photoelectron spectra are not surprising. 
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of structural rearrangement of the pent-cat from neutral 
geometry to cation geometry giving rise to adiabatic ionization energy observed in PE 
spectrum. 
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Figure 4.5. Calculated molecular orbital character of the HOMO and LUMO of eth-cat 
(top) and pent-cat (bottom). 
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It is observed that the addition of the cyclopentane ring has very little effect on the orbital 

character of the HOMO and LUMO in these two complexes, Figure 4.5. The HOMO 

character is primarily comprised of the Fe-Fe σ-bond with some π back-bonding noted in 

the carbonyl ligands. The LUMO is also virtually the same since it is approximately half 

Fe-Fe σ* (anti-bonding) and half Fe-S σ* in character. This would indicate that any 

chemical differences seen between these two species would be a result of steric 

interaction and not a result of electronic factors. 

 

 Electrochemistry  

Atmospheric Dependence. Similar to the observations with eth-cat, the cyclic 

voltammetry of pent-cat depends on whether the experiment is run under an atmosphere 

of Ar or an atmosphere of CO, Figure 4.6. It is noted that the cyclic voltammograms 

(CV’s) are slightly different; first, in the position of the two reduction peaks on the 

forward scan as well as two oxidation peaks on the return scan and, second, in the shape 

of the peaks in general. Utilizing the conclusions and data presented in the previous 

chapter would suggest that under CO atmosphere, the side reactions occurring under Ar 

are noticeably suppressed. Assuming this interpretation is accurate, this would mean that 

the CO atmosphere CV is the cleaner of the two CV’s and depicts the less complicated 

voltammogram. Unfortunately, it is difficult to truly pinpoint the accuracy of these 

assumptions but they are reasonable based on the extensive studies of the eth-cat 

presented in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.6. Cyclic voltammograms of pent-cat under Ar (blue) and CO (red) atmosphere. 
Conditions: acetonitrile, scan rate: 0.1 V/s, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst. 
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Scan-rate Dependence. Similar to the scan-rate dependence CV’s collected for 

eth-cat, there is a significant scan-rate dependence for pent-cat. It is observed that the 

pent-cat, however, is slower in terms of the intramolecular rearrangement observed for 

the eth-cat. This can be seen based on the ratio of the peak current, ipc, at the slowest scan 

rate, 0.01 V/s, and the ipc for the fastest scan rate, 20.0 V/s. For eth-cat, this ratio is two 

denoting a full two-electron process at the slowest scan rate and a full one-electron 

process at the fastest scan rate; more details of this process are given in Chapter 3. For the 

pent-cat, this ratio is approximately, 1.5  and considering a full two-electron process is 

never observed denotes a different rate of rearrangement. This fluctuation in peak current 

at varying scan-rates indicates a similar process to that of the eth-cat. It was seen in the 

eth-cat that as scan-rate was changed a small oxidation wave translated through the CV’s, 

see Chapter 3 for details. This behavior was attributed to fluxional structural 

rearrangements, thus arriving at a reduction mechanism involving rearrangement of the 

anion to form a semi-bridging CO structure and subsequent reduction to give a dianionic 

species. The return oxidation scan shows evidence of a concerted two-electron oxidation. 

This mechanism is further outlined in Scheme 4.1. 
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Figure 4.7. Cyclic voltammograms of pent-cat at varying scan rates. Conditions: CO 
atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst. 
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Scheme 4.1. Mechanism for intramolecular rearrangement of pent-cat upon an initial 
one-electron reduction.. 
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Mechanism for Intramolecular Rearrangement. The mechanism used for eth-

cat, shown in Chapter 3, is invoked for the slower one-to-two electron reduction process 

observed for pent-cat and is shown above in Scheme 4.1 as it applies to pent-cat. It is 

proposed the neutral species, A, undergoes a one-electron reduction, -1.71 vs Fc/Fc+, to 

give A-. Reorganization to B- can then occur. This is calculated to be an uphill process by 

+0.26 eV resulting in a structure which contains a semi-bridging carbonyl ligand. This 

structural rearrangement then provides for a second reduction step, at an inverted 

reduction potential, calculated to be -1.67 vs Fc/Fc+, as observed in the electrochemical 

experiments, shown in Figure 4.7.  

  The anodic current trend observed for the pent-cat is noticeably different than 

that of the eth-cat. First, it appears that the reversibility of the peak has increased with the 

increase in the steric bulk in the dithiolate bridge, which is good since this may indicate 

an increase in robustness for catalytic activity. Furthermore, this would indicate that the 

hypothesis of bulkier dithiolate ligands aids in blocking degradation pathways may hold 

true. Recall that for eth-cat there were two oxidation peaks attributed to a concerted 

oxidation mechanism involving rearrangement. This is not see in the scan-rate 

dependence data shown in Figure 4.7. It may be possible that the pent-cat has such a slow 

intramolecular rearrangement that this oxidation is not observed. Further fitting of the 

electrochemical data and perhaps repetition of scan-rate dependence would allow 

elucidation of these results. 
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Figure 4.8. Space filling model of pent-cat showing a sterically hindered apical carbonyl 
position. 
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The slow nature of the rotation process for pent-cat is not observed for the other 

catalysts presented. One possibility for this slower process can be best observed by 

viewing a space-filling model of this molecule, Figure 4.8. It is shown that the apical 

carbonyl underneath the cyclopentane ring is positioned almost in a pocket of the 

cyclopentane ring created by the neighboring protons on the carbons in the 3 and 5 

positions of the ring. It is plausible to suggest that the positioning of the apical carbonyl 

hinders rotation of the catalyst since the apical carbonyl would have to overcome this 

steric hindrance.  

A second factor which may play a significant role is that the pent-cat bridge is 

taken to be of rigid design, however, it may need to be fluxional to aid in rotation. If the 

cyclopentane ring needs to reorganize for the second reduction to occur, then a two-

electron reduction will not be as readily observed due to the energy required for this ring 

reorganization. Figure 4.9 shows a comparison between eth-cat and pent-cat based on 

calculated structures. It is interesting to note that upon formation of the dianion has a 

rotation which occurs in the dithiolate bridge which could be some flexibility in the 

molecule which aids in Fe-S bond cleavage and formation of this lowest energy dianion 

structure. The pent-cat however appears to have a much different story. The S-C-C-S 

dihedral for the dianion is noticeably different than that of the anion structure. Due to the 

rigidity in the cyclopentane ring the Fe-S bond cleavage is almost locked in place until 

the cyclopentane ring reorganizes and allows this Fe-S bond dissociation to open the 

[2Fe2S] core. This process is much higher in energy for pent-cat than for eth-cat and 

describes the different rates of rotation fairly well. 
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of S-C-C-S rotation in eth-cat (top) and pent-cat (bottom). Note 
the conformational change of the cyclopentane ring necessary for Fe-S bond cleavage. 
Two conformations of the pent-cat dianion are shown, the free energy of these species are 
within 0.05 eV, making the structures equally reasonable. 
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Figure 4.10. Fe-S bond distances plotted as a function of relative energy of the pent-cat 
anion with structures shown for start and end minima. 
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Figure 4.11. Fe-S bond distances plotted as a function of relative energy of the pent-cat 
dianion with structures shown for start and end minima. 
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Calculated Potential Energy Surfaces.  Linear transit calculations  were used 

again to characterize the structure of the anionic and dianionic potential energy surfaces 

for pent-cat. Knowing more about the factors governing the rate of rotation for this 

system it was interesting to see that the anionic surface was so similar to that of the eth-

cat. Starting from the anionic structure with all terminal CO ligands and gradually 

lengthening the Fe-S bond gave an anionic surface with a gradually increasing energy as 

the Fe-S bond is lengthened. The dianionic potential energy surface was found to have a 

noticeable barrier to rotation starting from a structure with all terminal CO ligands 

leading to a fully rotated iron center, bridging carbonyl and cleaved Fe-S bond.  

 Computations show that the formation of the intermediate, B- in Scheme 4.1 fit 

with the observed potential inversion in the scan-rate dependence study. As discussed in 

the Chapter 3 the B- structure is a reasonable place-holder for the potential inversion 

process but is not representative of the required structure for formation of C2-. From the  

B- structure, fluxionality in the molecule allows for lengthening of the Fe-S bond and 

upon a second one-electron reduction of this species a dianion is formed which 

reorganizes to the structure C2-, the global minimum on the dianionic surface. This is 

discussed in further detail in Chapter 3. 

Electrochemical fit data indicates that the process of A- reorganizing to B- is the 

rate limiting step for this rearrangement. This would mean that the reduction product of 

B- converting to C2- is faster and does not involve overcoming the barrier seen for the 

rotation of the dianion near 2.9 Å in Figure 4.11.  This is consistent with the calculations 

performed in the eth-cat system. 
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Considering the structure shown for B-, electrochemical fit data is not in 

agreement with the calculated energy for intramolecular rearrangement. The fit data give 

a rate for rearrangement on the order of 10-7 to 10-8, the calculated energy of +0.26 eV is 

more in line with a rate constant, K, of 10-5, much like what is experimentally observed 

for eth-cat. However, it is observed experimentally that pent-cat is much slower than eth-

cat. This is attributed to a limitation of the computational analysis because these energies 

of rotation are not barriers of rotation. Calculation of the energies barriers for this 

rearrangement would be more appropriate and has been explored however the inherent 

fluxionality of these systems provides inconclusive computational results. 

Catalysis. It is observed that pent-cat is able to catalyze protons from acetic acid 

to molecular hydrogen at more negative potentials of the initial reduction event. Cyclic 

voltammograms exhibiting this catalytic behavior with varying concentrations of acid 

collected under CO atmosphere are shown in Figure 4.12. The initial reduction peak is 

thought to activate the catalyst making a dianion. The dianion is then protonated to 

generate HCat- which reduces to HCat2- near -2.2 V vs Fc/Fc+. A second protonation of 

this species evolves molecular hydrogen and regenerates the catalyst in an anionic form 

which is quickly reduced to restart the catalytic process. With the aid of computations, 

this mechanism is outlined in more detail in Scheme 4.2. 
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Figure 4.12. Cyclic voltammograms of pent-cat in the presence of varying amounts of 
acetic acid. Conditions: CO atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM 
catalyst. 
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Scheme 4.2. Proposed catalytic cycle for molecular hydrogen generation from acetic 
acid. 
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Table 4.2. Calculated Reduction Potentials, pKa Values, Energy of Rotation, and ∆G of 
Reaction for Pent-cat.a 

Eo
1 −+→

− 10 CatCat e  -1.71 V 

rotation 
−−

 →
11

u
rotation

t CatCat  + 0.263 eV 

Eo
2 −+− →

− 21 CatCat e  -1.67 V 

pKa −+−  →
+ 12 HCatCat H  25.2 

Eo
3 −+− →

− 21 HCatHCat e  -2.17 V 

∆Grxn 2
12 HCatHHCat u

H + →+
−++− +

 -0.99 eV 
aReduction potentials vs Fc/Fc+, pKa of acetic acid in acetonitrile: 22.3. 
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The calculated parameters shown in Table 4.2 exhibit good agreement with the 

observed electrochemical trends and values with the exception of the energy of rotation 

which has been discussed earlier. The calculations successfully support the trend toward 

the formation of the dianionic structure, Cat2-, via calculation of an inverted potential for 

the second reduction. Calculations are also able to reasonably predict the pKa of the 

protonated dianion, HCat1-. This pKa signifies that the protonation process for this 

catalytic scheme is likely to be fast since the pKa is larger than that of acetic acid in 

acetonitrile (22.3). The dianion of the pent-cat appears to be just basic enough to be 

protonated by acetic acid, this was found the be the rate-limiting step for µ-(1,2-

benzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, and could be a reasonable rate-limiting step. 

However, the rate-limiting step could also be formation of the dianion, which has been 

shown to be slow on the electrochemical time-scale. Further electrochemical analysis, 

such as fitting, would be needed to discern these two possibilities. 

 

Conclusions 

It has been shown that additional alkyl bulk on the dithiolate ligand has very little 

electronic implications compared with the structurally similar eth-cat. This can be seen in 

their spectroscopy of the CO ligand absorption frequencies and further supported by DFT 

computational methods which show virtually no difference between the HOMO and 

LUMO character as compared to that of eth-cat. Although there is not an electronic effect 

there does appear to be a noticeable geometric consequence, which is partially evidenced 

by the X-ray crystallographic diffraction data. The consequence of having a sterically 
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bulky dithiolate is that geometric strain is seen in the apical carbonyls of the complex and 

is best characterized by the 4.1° difference between the Fe-Fe-Ca angles.  

The electrochemistry experiments show significant differences between the eth-

cat and pent-cat systems, particularly for activation of the catalyst through intramolecular 

rearrangement. This is evidenced by the observation in the cyclic voltammograms that 

the cathodic peak currents at different scan-rates fluctuate and using a ratio of peak 

currents between the slowest scan rate and the fastest scan rate a quantity can be found 

which describes this process. Eth-cat exhibits a full one-electron reduction at fast scan-

rates and at slow scan rates exhibits a full two-electron reduction. The peak current ratio 

for this complex is found to be 2. Whereas for pent-cat a full two-electron process is not 

observed, thus a peak current ratio observed is 1.5, indicating prevalence of a one-

electron reduction.  

Considering the rearrangement, it is observed that the mechanism proposed for 

eth-cat appropriately accounts for the electrochemical fitting analysis provided by Drs. 

Dennis Evans and Greg Felton. For the pent-cat, however, the cyclic voltammograms do 

not point to the same concerted oxidation process observed in that of eth-cat as indicated 

by the absence of a variable potential oxidation waves in the return sweeps of the cyclic 

voltammograms. Electrochemical fit data show the mechanism proposed in Scheme 4.1 is 

reasonable and calculations support this as well. This computational support is observed 

based on how well the calculated structure supports the potential inversion. It was also 

noted that reversibility appears to have increased in the cyclic voltammograms. This 

increase in reversibility is possibly due to the increase in steric bulk. To confirm this, 
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other, bulkier complexes as well as complexes with slower intramolecular rearrangement 

would be needed to see if a trend exists between steric bulk and reversibility. 

DFT calculations predict the pent-cat to have a faster intramolecular 

rearrangement than eth-cat, disagreeing with experiment based on the comparison 

between the Gibb’s energies in the anions of the two structures, A- and B-. For the eth-

cat, the semi-bridging anion is 0.27 eV destabilized from the all terminal CO analog and 

a similar rearrangement for the pent-cat anion is calculated to be 0.26 eV uphill which 

might be interpreted as the pent-cat having a faster intramolecular rearrangement, which 

is not the case. On the contrary, the energy barrier is not expressly being calculated, 

merely the ∆G of the these two species. The rate of formation of the observed 

rearrangement would suggest that the reaction barrier for pent-cat is relatively higher than 

that of the barrier for the rotation process of eth-cat. This increased barrier is possibly due 

to the reorganization of cyclopentane ring to lengthen the Fe-S bond and upon reduction 

of this species leads to the global minimum on the dianionic surface. 

Although the DFT approach here is limited in this respect, it is possible to predict 

a very reasonable mechanism for rearrangement and catalytic production of molecular 

hydrogen. This mechanism is similar to the one presented for eth-cat with only a slight 

difference in the calculated reduction potentials and pKa values which still correspond to 

the experimental values.  

Of particular note in this mechanism for the pent-cat is the smaller calculated 

peak separation for the potential inversion possibly meaning the rearrangement is not 

only slow but perhaps the population in solution which rearranges has decreased 
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compared to eth-cat. A more acidic pKa was calculated for the pent-cat by about a single 

pKa unit is computationally predicted compared to that calculated for eth-cat. The 

evolution of molecular hydrogen appears to be more favorable by approximately in the 

case of the pent-cat by 0.1 eV based on the ∆G of reaction, which is in good agreement 

with calculated pKa results. Since the pent-cat is less basic, there is a higher driving force 

for H2 dissociation. However, overall, there are not many significant changes between the 

pent-cat and eth-cat besides the differences in peak height at different scan rates which 

has been interpreted as a slower intramolecular rearrangement due to a higher rotation 

barrier, a consequence of a reluctance for the dithiolate ligand to rearrange.  
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CHAPTER 5 

SPECTROSCOPIC, ELECTROCHEMICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS 
OF µ-(CIS-1,2-CYCLOHEXANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL: THE 

EFFECT OF RING-STRAIN IN THE DITHIOLATO BRIDGE ON THE 
ELECTROCATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF DIHYDROGEN 

 
Introduction 

 The chemistry of the µ-(cis-1,2-cyclohexanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (hex-

cat) begins to display significant differences compared to the other seemingly similar 

catalysts, eth-cat and pent-cat. It was shown in Chapter 4 that the cyclopentane ring of the 

pent-cat was in a rigid envelope conformation. Upon reduction this ring must reorganize 

to form the most stable dianion structure.  This slow, high-energy, reorganization was 

cause for slower intramolecular rearrangement compared to eth-cat in the electrochemical 

experiments. It will be shown that use of a cyclohexane ring greatly increases the 

fluxionality in the complex due to the release of conformational strain in the cyclohexane 

ring. This strain is brought on by the cis conformation of the C-S bonding and forces the 

cyclohexane ring to be forced into a “boat” conformation. However, it is known that the 

“chair” conformation of cyclohexane is lower in energy than that of the boat 

conformation. It will be shown that this plays a key role in the rate of intramolecular 

rearrangement of this complex. 
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Neutral Geometry and Electronic Structure 

 X-ray Structure.  X-ray crystallographic data for this complex was published in 

1990 by Kramer et al.80 A summary of this data is shown in Table 5.1 with comparison to 

the DFT calculated structure. It is shown in the table that the DFT calculations do equally 

as well with this complex as with the eth-cat and pent-cat. The DFT structure of the 

[2Fe2S] center shows good agreement between the X-ray diffraction data, within 

hundredths of angstroms for bond lengths and hundredths of degrees for bond angles. The 

lower, Cs, symmetry of the molecule brought on by the dithiolate ligand is also accounted 

for as can be seen in the asymmetry of the two different apical carbonyl-iron distances as 

well as the carbonyl-iron-carbonyl bond angles.  

 Given the inherent strain in the system, the DFT calculations are able to account 

fairly accurately for the geometry of the complex. Once again, this also points to the 

notion that the electronic structure of this system must also be fairly appropriately 

accounted for since the geometry is dependant on properly accounting for the electronics. 

This is further studied by IR stretching frequencies of the carbonyl ligands and 

comparing the DFT computations to the experimental data. 
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Table 5.1. Comparison of Computed Structure of µ-(cis-1,2-Cyclohexanedithiolato) 
diironhexacarbonyl to Crystallographic Data. 

Bond/Anglea,b X-rayc  DFTd,e 

Fe-Fe 2.496(2)  2.514 

S• • •Sf 2.889(4)  2.917 

S-CL 
1.884(9) 
1.832(9) 

 1.847 

Fe-S-Fe 
67.63(10) 
67.63(9) 

 67.7 

 Hinderedg Unhindered  Hindered Unhindered 

Fe-S 
2.249(3) 
2.246(3) 

2.237(3) 
2.240(3) 

 2.259 2.256 

Fe-Ca 1.800(9) 1.780(10)  1.773 1.773 

Fe-Cb 
1.784(10)     
1.782(10) 

1.785(10)     
1.769(9) 

 1.783 1.784 

Ca-Oa 1.126(11) 1.140(13)  1.160 1.159 

Cb-Ob 
1.160(13)    
1.141(11) 

1.131(12)        
1.153(11) 

 1.156 1.156 

Ca-Fe-Cb 
99.3(4) 
99.7(4) 

99.0(4)       
98.7(4) 

 99.0 100.1 

Cb-Fe-Cb 93.0(4) 92.3(4)  92.3 92.5 

Ca-Fe-Fe 152.3(3) 149.1(3)  151.8 148.4 

Cb-Fe-Fe 
98.9(3)       
100.0(3) 

104.3(3) 
100.4(3) 

 100.4 101.6 

S-Fe-S 79.99(11) 80.37(11)  80.4 80.5 

 

aBond lengths in Å, angles in degrees. b Ca refers to the apical COs in the local square-
based pyramid geometry of each Fe, and Cb refers to the basal COs. CL refers to the 
carbon atoms attached to the sulfur atoms. cParenthetical numbers denote error in 
measurement. dSee experimental chapter for details of the DFT method. eComputational 
geometric parameters are averaged to Cs symmetry for the molecule where applicable. 
fThis non-bonded distance is a post-refinement measurement. gThe term “hindered” refers 
to the side of the molecule with the iron center containing the apical carbonyl underneath 
the alkyl ring; “unhindered” refers to opposite iron center. 
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IR Absorption: CO stretching frequencies. As with the previous complexes, IR 

spectroscopic data was collected to further validate computational results. Figure 5.1 

shows the comparison between experimental and calculated CO stretching frequencies. A 

scale factor of 1.002 was used for the calculated frequencies and demonstrates, in a 

quantitative manner, how well these calculations perform for the geometric and electronic 

structures of these systems. The CO stretching frequencies are the same within insrument 

detection limits between this catalyst, Figure 5.1, and the pent-cat, Chapter 4, Figure 4.1. 

This shows that the electronic structure of the iron center is not appreciably altered by the 

substitution of bulkier alkyl groups.  
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Figure 5.1. Experimental (top) and calculated (bottom) of hex-cat in the carbonyl 
stretching region. 
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Figure 5.2. Calculated molecular orbital character of the HOMO and LUMO of eth-cat 
(top) and hex-cat (bottom).                                  
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Hex-cat HOMO Hex-cat LUMO 
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It is seen in Figure 5.2 that the HOMO character of pent-cat and hex-cat are 

identical based on computations. The HOMO of these catalysts appear to be primarily Fe-

Fe σ-bond in character with some carbonyl π* anti-bonding character. Also, the LUMO 

character appears to be Fe-Fe anti-bonding and Fe-S anti-bonding. This provides a 

graphical description concerning the amount of electronic delocalization at the central 

[2Fe2S] cluster in these systems. 

 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

 The He I and He II gas-phase ultra-violet photoelectron spectra of hex-cat are 

shown in Figure 5.3. The calculated adiabatic ionization of 7.53 eV correlates well with 

the observed onset energy of 7.51(3) eV in the spectrum, Figure 5.3. The adiabatic 

transition is attributed to formation of a cationic structure with a bridging carbonyl ligand 

as shown in Figure 5.4. The cationic structure is calculated to stabilize through an agostic 

interaction depicted in Figure 5.4. The calculated Fe•••H distance in this structure is 

2.483 Å and is within a van der Waals radii contact distance for these two atoms. A 

calculated vertical ionization of 8.09 eV, shown by the higher energy arrow falls 

approximately where the vertical ionizations for the other complexes have been typically 

calculated. 
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Figure 5.3. He I (black) and He II (blue) gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of 
hex-cat. 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of structural rearrangement of the hex-cat from neutral geometry 
to cation geometry giving rise to adiabatic ionization energy observed in PE spectrum. 
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Electrochemistry 

Atmospheric Dependence. Hex-cat is an unusual catalyst in that it exhibits 

atypical atmospheric dependence under electrochemical conditions, shown in Figure 5.5. 

It is seen that the peak current for the observed reduction event does not fluctuate under 

different atmospheres but the peak potential does shift to more negative potentials under 

CO by 0.1 V. For the eth-cat and pent-cat systems, it was observed that significant 

decrease of the first reduction event and additional features at more negative potentials 

were observed. These observations were attributed to degradation through CO loss and 

possibly dimerization. For the hex-cat system the reduction peak current, ipc, does not 

appear to be affected by atmosphere. This is also a previously unreported phenomenon 

for these types of systems. A difference in peak current height under different 

atmospheres for other systems is attributed to degradation routes brought on by CO 

dissociation pathways. In the case of hex-cat, this does not seem to be an issue and, 

perhaps, is effectively hindered. This could be due to different relative rates for 

individual steps in the mechanism or to a different mechanism for intramolecular 

rearrangement. Electrochemical fitting is currently in progress to elucidate this 

mechanism.  

A second difference between the hex-cat cyclic voltammograms (CV’s) is the 

change in the cathodic peak potential, Epc, which is attributed to either interaction 

between CO and the electrode surface or is possibly due to a complicated CO dissociation 

process occurring upon formation of the anionic species, the latter is more likely as this is 

the mechanism for dimer formation of eth-cat put forth by Pickett and Best.1 This work
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Figure 5.5. Cyclic voltammograms of hex-cat under Ar  (blue) and CO (red) atmosphere. 
Conditions: acetonitrile, scan rate: 0.1 V/s, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst. 
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would suggest that studying these types of systems under CO atmosphere is important so 

that this route to degradation is inhibited. 

A third interesting feature of the two CV’s in Figure 5.5 is that the anodic peak 

potentials, Epa and anodic peak currents, ipa, on the return sweep are identical. This shows  

that the mechanism for dissociation, if that truly is occurring, is a complex process 

because the final products formed under CO and Ar after reduction are the same. This 

could discredit the idea that CO is truly inhibiting degradation routes. However, bearing 

in mind the concentration studies performed with eth-cat, this is likely not the case and it 

is further likely that the CO dissociation possibly occurring under Ar is a reversible 

process and the peak heights are similar. The dissociated CO ligand could reassociate 

with the catalyst byproduct thus, giving rise to the same oxidation event observed under 

CO atmosphere; however, this is only reasonable speculation.  

This is the only system in which this behavior has been observed and the process 

is not the focus of the work presented here. The extensive study of the eth-cat system 

under Ar and CO as well as concentration studies, along with the literature concerning 

the activation of degradation routes of this class of molecules, describes more of the 

typical chemistry involved with these systems and further study of this behavior for the 

hex-cat example will not be pursued. 

Scan-rate Dependence. Figure 5.6 shows the scan-rate dependence behavior of 

hex-cat. At the fastest scan rate, ipc, is a little over 100 µA and at the slowest scan rate the 

ipc is about 180 µA. The trend for this data set is that the one-electron process is not fully 

observed, even at the fastest of scan rates. This is the opposite process observed for the 
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pent-cat, which primarily showed a one-electron reduction since it is the slowest of the 

catalytic systems presented here. The inability to completely outpace the two-electron 

process at the faster scan rates for hex-cat is ascribed to a faster intramolecular 

rearrangement. This generates a series of complexes that can be ordered by relative 

intramolecular rotation rate. Ordered slowest to fastest, the series is as follows:  pent-cat 

< eth-cat < hex-cat.  

It can also be seen in Figure 5.6 that a concerted, two-electron, oxidation for hex-

cat is observed, similar to that of eth-cat. The shift in oxidation peak potential with 

varying scan-rate was also observed and in that case, attributed to a concerted mechanism 

involving oxidation and intramolecular rearrangement. This process was not observed as 

much with the pent-cat which is attributed to the intramolecular rearrangement being 

such a slow process, not the case for the hex-cat.  
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Figure 5.6. Cyclic voltammograms of hex-cat at varying scan rates. Conditions: CO 
atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst. 
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Mechanism for Intramolecular Rearrangement. A mechanism is presented in 

Scheme 5.1, provided by computational methods, which supports the observed process in 

the electrochemical experiment. This mechanism accounts for the necessary 

intramolecular rearrangement supporting potential inversion. An initial reduction of A to 

A- is calculated to occur at -1.71 V vs Fc/Fc+. The following intramolecular 

rearrangement of A- to B- is calculated to be an uphill process of +0.25 eV. Subsequent 

reduction of B- to C2- allows for potential inversion based on a calculated reduction 

potential of -1.54 V vs Fc/Fc+. These two reduction potentials produce a calculated 

average reduction potential of -1.63 V vs Fc/Fc+ which compares well with the observed 

reduction potential of -1.67 V vs Fc/Fc+ at the slowest scan rate. The oxidation event 

observed at multiple potentials is attributed to the concerted, two-electron oxidation of 

C2- to A. The differing potentials at which this occurs is consistent with the time-scale 

needed for this rearrangement to take place. 
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Scheme 5.1. Mechanism for intramolecular rearrangement of hex-cat upon an initial one-
electron reduction.. 
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Calculated Potential Energy Surfaces. It would be expected that because this 

intramolecular rearrangement is faster than the previous catalysts, the energy barrier for 

rotation would be lower than that of pent-cat or eth-cat. The Gibb’s free-energy change 

may reflect this process similar to that observed for the eth-cat. However, this is not the 

case because the structure shown for B- is a reasonable structure for potential inversion 

and does not reflect the species which is reduced by a second electron leading to  the 

structure of C2-. The anionic potential energy surface for hex-cat is shown in Figure 5.7 

and is almost identical to that shown for eth-cat in Chapter 3. It is observed 

experimentally that hex-cat is much faster at intramolecular rearrangement than eth-cat. 

This is attributed to the conformational strain brought on by the cyclohexane ring and the 

ability of the ring to achieve a lower energy conformation by twisting to a chair-like 

conformation, such as that shown in C2-.  

Calculation of the Gibb’s free-energy difference between structures A- and B- 

from Scheme 5.1 does not appear to accurately represent the rate at which this rotation 

occurs for this system, this was observed to be the case in eth-cat and pent-cat as well. 

Ideally, an energy barrier calculation would be more appropriate, however, due to the 

significant amount of fluxionality in these systems this has proven to be difficult. For the 

eth-cat a rate of 10-5 was determined by electrochemical fit data and is in-line with the 

energy required for rotation, +0.27 eV. However, for pent-cat the calculated energy of 

rotation, +0.26 eV does not agree with the electrochemical fit data rate of 10-7 to 10-8. 
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Figure 5.7. Fe-S bond distances plotted as a function of relative energy of the hex-cat 
anion with structures shown for start and end minima. 
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Catalysis. Through the use of electrochemical measurements it was shown that 

hex-cat also is able to catalyze protons to molecular hydrogen. This catalysis can be seen 

in Figure 5.9 for varying concentrations of acetic acid, HOAc. A similar approach was 

used for the eth-cat and the pent-cat, however, for the hex-cat an increase in reversibility 

is seen at the initial reduction event for intermediate amounts of acid, 1 mM and 2 mM. 

For the studies involving the pent-cat it was observed that reversibility significantly 

decreased with 1 mM concentration of acetic acid. However, for the eth-cat, slight 

reversibility is even seen at 2 mM acetic acid and for hex-cat even more reversibility is 

observed. This observed increase in reversibility is likely due to the rate at which 

formation of the dianion occurs. If the dianion forms quickly, then routes to degradation 

are bypassed, thereby allowing persistence of a dianion and oxidation on the return scan.  

With the aid of DFT computational methods a mechanism for the production of 

molecular hydrogen is shown in Scheme 5.2. Using the ground work lain by the 

mechanism for intramolecular rearrangement observed for the initial reduction event the 

dianion is calculated to be basic enough to deprotonate acetic acid and form HCat1-, 

which has a calculated pKa of 27.0. This protonated, anionic species can further be 

reduced at a calculated potential of -2.24 V vs Fc/Fc+, which is approximately where the 

catalytic peak is seen in the CVs. A final reaction step of this protonated dianion with a 

proton yields molecular hydrogen based on a calculated, favorable ∆G of reaction at 

-1.10 eV. A summary of this computational analysis is given in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.8. Cyclic voltammograms of hex-cat in the presence of concentrations of acetic 
acid shown in the figure. Conditions: CO atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy carbon 
electrode, 0.1 V/s, 1 mM catalyst. 
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Scheme 5.2. Procatalyst initiation and ECEC mechanism for catalytic reduction of 
protons to H2 for hex-cat. 
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Table 5.2. Calculated Reduction Potentials, pKa Values, Energy of Rotation, and ∆G of 
Reaction for Hex-cat.a 

Eo
1 −+→

− 10 CatCat e  -1.71 V 

rotation 
−−

 →
11

u
rotation

t CatCat  + 0.25 eV 

Eo
2 −+− →

− 21 CatCat e  -1.54 V 

pKa −+−  →
+ 12 HCatCat H  27.0 

Eo
3 −+− →

− 21 HCatHCat e  -2.24 V 

∆Grxn 2
12 HCatHHCat u

H + →+
−++− +

 -1.10 eV 
aReduction potentials vs Fc/Fc+, pKa of acetic acid in acetonitrile: 22.3. 
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Conclusions 

Through the comparison of X-ray structure data to the calculated neutral structure 

as well as comparison of experimental CO ligand stretching frequencies to calculated 

frequencies, it has been shown that DFT computations are able to accurately account for 

geometric and electronic parameters necessary for the computational support to analyze 

photoelectron spectra and electrochemical data. Computations further accurately predict 

the adiabatic transition in the gas-phase UV photoelectron spectrum, which is attributed 

to the formation of a cationic structure containing a semi-bridging carbonyl ligand which 

is similar to that of the hydrogenase enzyme active site. 

Electrochemical studies of the hex-cat showed significant scan-rate dependence 

along with catalytic activity toward the production of molecular hydrogen from acetic 

acid. The hex-cat exhibits the fastest intramolecular rearrangement as shown by the scan-

rate dependence studies. The mechanism for this event is corroborated by computations 

showing similar rotation seen for pent-cat and eth-cat along with reasonable reduction 

potentials for the observed potential inversion. An analysis for the catalytic process was 

also found to be very similar to that of pent-cat and eth-cat with an additional comment 

concerning the reversibility at the initial reduction event in the presence of acid. 

It is intriguing to question what about the hex-cat is different enough to have 

gained some reversibility for intermediate acid concentrations. Furthermore, it is odd to 

note that the eth-cat shows similar trend in reversibility but not as much. A reasonable 

explanation for this trend is that the dianionic species forms rapidly and avoids 
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degradation routes which are suggested to be prominent in the anionic species. Since the 

Intramolecular rearrangement for hex-cat is faster more reversibility is observed. 

Although some of the details are lacking for the processes observed in the 

electrochemistry it can be said from the scan-rate dependence that there is a significant 

effect of introducing molecular strain in the neutral species of these catalysts. By forcing 

the cyclohexane ring of hex-cat into a higher energy conformation the activation process 

of the catalyst involving a two-electron reduction occurs very quickly. Many of the 

catalysts studied undergo this two-electron reduction, even one of the most studied 

systems, eth-cat. If this reduction occurs faster then perhaps the efficiency of catalysis 

can be improved since the activation process requires less time and energy.  
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CHAPTER 6  

SPECTROSCOPIC, ELECTROCHEMICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS 
OF µ-(2-EXO,3-EXO-BICYCLO[2.2.1]HEPTANEDITHIOLATO) 

DIIRONHEXACARBONYL: THE EFFECT OF INTERNAL-STRAIN IN THE 
DITHIOLATO BRIDGE ON THE ELECTROCATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF 

DIHYDROGEN 
 

Part of this chapter has been published as: Petro, B. J.; Vannucci, A. K.; Lockett, L. T.; 
Mebi, C.; Kottani, R.; Gruhn, N. E.; Nichol, G. S.; Goodyer, P. A. J.; Evans, D. H.; 
Glass, R. S.; Lichtenberger, D. L. J. Mol. Struct. 2008, 890, 281. 
 
 
Introduction 

It has been shown in the previous three chapters that the eth-cat, pent-cat and hex-

cat all have unique structural features which provide for different behavior in the scan-

rate dependence studies of the electrochemical experiments. These scan-rate dependence 

studies have shown that upon a one-electron reduction event each of these catalysts has a 

different time regime in which intramolecular rearrangement can occur. It was found that 

the pent-cat was the slowest due to it having no significant driving force in which to form 

a bridging carbonyl and cleaved Fe-S bond. The fastest catalyst for intramolecular 

rearrangement has been the hex-cat which does have a significant driving force toward 

the formation of a bridging carbonyl and cleaved Fe-S bond. See the respective work for 

each of these catalysts for further details: eth-cat: Chapter 3, pent-cat: Chapter 4, hex-cat: 

Chapter 5. 

Another interesting cycloalkyldithiolate system is µ-(2-exo,3-exo-

bicyclo[2.2.1]heptanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, above; henceforth referred to as 

norbor-cat. The norbor-cat presents a different type of internal strain than that observed 

for the hex-cat via an interaction between the bicyclic ring and an apical carbonyl. 
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However, the unique intramolecular interaction of the single carbon bridge in the 

norbornane ring and an apical carbonyl ligand in this catalyst does not appear to aid in 

intramolecular rearrangement. Presented in this chapter is an analysis by which 

computations are again validated by comparison to X-ray structure, IR CO stretching 

frequencies, and adiabatic ionization observed in the photoelectron spectrum such that 

reasonable structures can be presented based on the electrochemical experiments. These 

structures and energies thereof are further validated by comparisons to electrochemical 

data. 

 

Neutral Geometry and Electronic Structure 

X-ray Structure.  Table 6.1 shows a comparison of the X-ray diffraction crystal 

structure and the DFT calculated structure. Even in a strained system, such as this one, 

DFT computations are able to account well for the key structural aspects of this complex 

which further means the electronic structure of the complex is also accounted for 

accurately. An interesting product of the X-ray diffraction study is that this system 

cyrstallized in the Pnma space group which indicates a mirror plane of symmetry through 

the two apical carbonyls and the two iron centers, and the C7 carbon of the norbornane 

ring as shown in the ORTEP diagram, Figure 6.1. It is interesting to note this because for  
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Figure 6.1. ORTEP diagram of norbor-cat obtained from X-ray crystal diffraction with 
thermal ellipsoids at 30% probability level. 
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Table 6.1. Comparison of Computed Structure of µ-(2-exo,3-exo-Bicyclo- 
[2.2.1]heptanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl to Crystallographic Data. 
Bond/Anglea,b X-rayc  DFTd,e 

Fe-Fe 2.4808(6)  2.496 
S• • •S 2.8944  2.923 
S-CL 1.8375(12)  1.848 

Fe-S-Fe 66.593(15)  66.6 
 Hindered Unhindered  Hindered Unhindered 

Fe-S 2.2585(5) 2.2605(5)  2.270 2.274 
Fe-Ca 1.806(2) 1.804(2)  1.777 1.774 
Fe-Cb 1.7940(15) 1.7986(14)  1.780 1.782 
Ca-Oa 1.137(3) 1.141(3)  1.159 1.159 
Cb-Ob 1.1372(18) 1.1355(17)  1.156 1.156 

Ca-Fe-Cb 96.24(7) 101.02(6)  96.6 99.8 
Cb-Fe-Cb 92.56(10) 91.41(8)  92.5 92.6 
Ca-Fe-Fe 160.48(7) 148.82(6)  159.6 148.4 
Cb-Fe-Fe 97.22(5) 100.61(5)  97.4 102.0 
S-Fe-S 79.70(3) 79.61(3)  80.2 80.0 

 

aBond lengths in Å, angles in degrees. b Ca refers to the apical COs in the local square-
based pyramid geometry of each Fe, and Cb refers to the basal COs. CL refers to the 
carbon atoms attached to the sulfur atoms. cParenthetical numbers denote error in 
measurement. dSee experimental chapter for details of the DFT method. eComputational 
geometric parameters are averaged to Cs symmetry for the molecule where applicable. 
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the other molecules which could have similar symmetry, this was not observed. Given the 

interaction at the single-carbon bridge and the apical carbonyl it would not be expected 

that this direct interaction would provide for the most thermodynamically stable 

conformation to give Cs molecular symmetry.  

DFT calculations show good agreement with the X-ray crystallographic structure; 

select bond lengths and angles are show in Table 6.1. The DFT structure was calculated 

at Cs symmetry to match the X-ray data as closely as possible. If Cs symmetry was not 

used, the structure converged was found to be slightly higher in energy than that of the Cs 

symmetry structure. DFT calculations are able to calculate the Fe-Fe distance within 0.01 

Å and the carbonyl C-O distances within 0.02 Å which is very good as it further validates 

the computational methods used.  The norbor-cat is unique in that it is Cs symmetry, but 

also because it exhibits the most steric strain which can be seen upon comparing the 

hindered and unhindered halves of the diiron center. The distance from the hydrogen of 

C7 in the norbornane ring and the apical carbonyl was cyrstallographically determined to 

be 2.365(3) Å during refinement, which is within the 2.9 Å distance of the van der Waals 

radii. It is more interesting to note that the C7 carbon of the norbornane ring is 3.361 Å 

from the apical carbonyl which is similar to the van der Waals distance of 3.4 Å, 

indicating significant strain within the molecule. Furthermore it is interesting to note the 

amount of steric strain as seen in the Fe-Fe-Ca angles. These angles differ greatly due to 

the hinderance provided by the norbornane ring. The hindered Fe-Fe-Ca angle is 

160.48(7) but the unhindered is found to be 148.82(6). The difference in these two angles 

is the most significant seen in these types of systems and it is further noted that 
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computations are able to simulate this steric strain; 159.6 for the hindered angle and 

148.4 for the unhindered angle. The other bond distances and angles are in fair agreement 

with those described in previous chapters of this dissertation. DFT computations do well 

over all with these types of systems and this can be seen by the bond distances and angles 

which are within hundredths of angstroms or approximately a degree indicating accurate 

accounting of the geometric structure and electronic structure of this system.  

IR Absorption: CO stretching frequencies. Figure 6.2 shows the experimental 

and calculated IR spectra of the CO stretching frequencies of norbor-cat in hexanes.  The 

CO stretching frequencies are pertinent because this gives a relative indication of the 

amount of electron richness at the iron centers. These frequencies are very sensitive to 

this electron richness and it is a weakness of some computational methods to accurately 

calculate the CO stretching frequencies due to an inability to accurately describe the 

electron density at the metal centers and in the CO ligands. The accuracy of the DFT 

methods used for these stretching frequencies can be seen by how small of a scale factor 

was used to align the calculated frequencies with the experimental frequencies. For the 

pent-cat and hex-cat the scale factors were 1.0016 and 1.002, respectively, and the scale 

factor used for norbor-cat was 1.003. The peak broadness (full width at half-maximum) 

of the calculated frequencies was uniformly applied from a Gaussian fit of the most 

intense peak in the experimental IR spectrum, thus generating the spectrum in the bottom 

of Figure 6.2. The observed CO stretching frequencies are not different than those of the 

pent-cat or hex-cat within the accuracy of the measurement. The similarities between the 
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observed CO stretching frequencies across the series indicates that there is little-to-no 

change in electron richness at the metal centers.  

This can be partially shown by a comparison of orbital character in the HOMO 

and LUMO of the norbor-cat and hex-cat, seen in Figure 6.3. The HOMO of both of 

these molecules is primarily Fe-Fe σ-bond in character with some backbonding to the 

carbonyl π*. The LUMO character is almost identical and is a mixture of Fe-Fe σ* and 

Fe-S anit-bonding. One of the more subtle differences is seen in the hindered apical 

carbonyl of norbor-cat. Due to the steric strain presented in the norbor-cat at this apical 

carbonyl position a distinct Fe-C bond which is backbonding to the π* of the CO is also 

seen. This is not observed in the other HOMO plots for the other catalysts and this type of 

steric interaction between dithiolate ligand and apical carbonyl is also unprecedented.
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Figure 6.2. Experimental (top) and calculated (bottom) of norbor-cat in the carbonyl 
stretching region. Known chemical impurities are denoted by an asterisk. 
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Figure 6.3.  Calculated molecular orbital character of the HOMO and LUMO of hex-cat 
(top) and norbor-cat (bottom).  
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The photoelectron spectra of norbor-cat are shown 

in Figure 6.4. Sample handling and considerations for this complex are given in the 

experimental section of this dissertation, Chapter 2. The adiabatic transition, as indicated 

by the arrow on the right-hand side of the spectra in Figure 6.4 was calculated at 7.22 eV 

and the vertical transition, as indicated by the arrow on the left-hand side, was calculated 

to be 8.04 eV. The adiabatic transition appears to be in poor agreement with the 

calculated value however, the steric strain presented in this molecule may play a role as 

described next. 

It has been shown in previous chapters that the lowest energy cation structure of 

these complexes has been one involving a rotated iron center and bridging carbonyl, 

much similar to the one shown in Figure 6.5. The difference for this complex being, 

additional stabilization is observed based on the reorganization energy of the cation state, 

λ
•+, which was calculated to be 0.82 eV, larger by approximately 0.2 eV compared to 

similar catalysts. One possibility for this stabilization could simply be ascribed to 

relieving of strain induced by interaction of the apical carbonyl and norbornane ring, 

however, calculations suggest that the large energy difference also may be via an agostic 

interaction between the norbornane ring hydrogen and the open site on the iron center, as 

indicated by the dashed line in Figure 6.5. This structural difference may further displace 

the potential well of the neutral complex and the potential well of the cation state relative 

to each other, disallowing the effective overlap necessary for an observable adiabatic 

transition. At the lowest-energy cation geometry, the distance from the norbornane  
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Figure 6.4. He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) photoelectron spectra of norbor-cat. 
Calculated adiabatic (right arrow) and vertical (left arrow) ionization energies are 
indicated on the spectra. 
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Figure 6.5. Potential well diagram of norbornanedithiolate catalyst in the neutral state 
(lower well) and the cation upper state (upper well) along with geometry optimized 
structures of the cation (structure at C) and the neutral complex (structure at A). 
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hydrogen to the iron with the open-site poised for agostic interaction is calculated to be, 

2.060 Å. 

 

Electrochemistry 

Atmospheric Dependence. The cyclic voltammogram for the norbor-cat appears 

to be very similar to that of the eth-cat, shown in Chapter 3. There is an initial reduction 

near -1.7 V vs Fc/Fc+ and depending on atmosphere, a small reduction event is seen at 

more negative potentials. This dependence on atmosphere can be seen in Figure 6.6. It is 

interesting to note that the peak current of the initial reduction, ipc, increases under CO 

atmosphere. Also under CO atmosphere the small second reduction event seen under Ar 

is not observed. Furthermore, the reversibility under CO increases relative to the peak 

magnitude of that under Ar. Mention should be made that reversibility discussed here is 

defined as the relative ratio of peak currents. In the cyclic voltammograms shown in 

Figure 6.6, the relative height of the peak currents denote the better reversibility under 

CO atmosphere. Comparing the magnitude of the anodic peak height, ipa, and ipc, it is 

seen under CO the peak height dramatically increases, indicating the prevalence of the 

species formed in the cathodic scan.  

This atmospheric dependence would indicate that there still exists active 

degradation pathways although the dimerization pathway should disfavored due to the 

amount of steric bulk in the complex. One such degradation pathway that would explain 

the atmospheric dependence is CO ligand dissociation. This CO dissociation pathway is 

the first step toward dimerization reported by Pickett and Best for eth-cat.71  
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Figure 6.6. Cyclic voltammograms of norbor-cat under CO (blue) and Ar (red) 
atmosphere. Conditions: Scan rate 0.1 V/s, acetonitrile, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM 
catalyst. 
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Scan-rate Dependence. Besides atmospheric dependence under electrochemical 

conditions it was also observed that as scan-rate was varied (V/s), a 1-to-2 electron 

reduction was observed for the initial reduction event, as shown in Figure 6.7. This 

behavior was also observed for the previous catalysts. The previous three catalysts 

discussed have shown that the inherent fluxionality of these complexes can contribute to 

a one-to-two electron reduction and that the dithiolate ligand plays an important role in 

this intermolecular rearrangement because it can provide a substantial driving force, as 

seen in the hex-cat, or can hinder this process, as shown in the pent-cat. The dithiolate 

ligand of the norbor-cat exhibits very similar behavior to the eth-cat system. In the CV’s 

for the scan-rate dependence, it is seen that at the slowest scan rate the ipc, is 156 µA and 

the ipc at the fastest scan rate is approximately 82 µA. If a full range of 1-to-2 electron 

reduction was observed the ratio of these two numbers would be two, for the data 

presented here the ratio is 1.9. This roughly indicates that the norbor-cat exhibits almost a 

full 1-to-2 electron reduction. Electrochemical fit data was used to determine that the rate 

of rearrangement was only slightly slower than that of eth-cat. Similar to the case of eth-

cat a single reduction peak is observed but houses two single reduction events at slow 

scan rates, attributed to potential inversion.  

Looking at the oxidation wave associated with this initial, variable-electron 

reduction, it is seen that a similar process to the eth-cat and hex-cat is occurring. This 

would indicate that the mechanisms for eth-cat and hex-cat would fit this data set as well 

as support the observed potential inversion, Scheme 6.1. The steric bulk of the 

norbornanedithiolate ligand in the norbor-cat and its close interaction with the apical 
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carbonyl of the hindered iron center may partially initiate rotation after single electron 

reduction and provide a driving force for the intramolecular rearrangement which then 

allows for the observed potential inversion seen in the scan-rate dependence study.  

Scheme 6.1 shows a neutral species being singly-reduced to give an anion, A- 

which can undergo intramolecular rearrangement, generating B-, and then be reduced to 

give C2-. The first reduction is calculated to occur at -1.67 V vs Fc/Fc+ and the necessary 

intramolecular rearrangement of A- to B- is calculated to be an uphill process of +0.11 

eV. However, the intramolecular rearrangement process is experimentally determined to 

be slower than that of eth-cat and hex-cat. This would indicate that the use of the free 

energies of the structures and the ∆G of the rearrangement is not properly accounting for 

the energy barrier of rearrangement as has been observed for each of the preceding 

catalytic systems. A reason that this energy would appear to be underestimated by 

approximately 0.16 eV is due to the stabilization gained from the agostic interaction in 

the B- structure. This would be analogous to the agostic interaction reported for the cation 

of the norbor-cat in the photoelectron spectroscopy experiment.  

After intramolecular rearrangement, a second reduction is calculated to occur at 

an inverted potential, -1.37 V vs Fc/Fc+. The observed reduction potential for the overall 

two-electron process is an average of both processes, is -1.69 V vs Fc/Fc+ which is 

comparable to the calculated -1.52 V vs Fc/Fc+.  

As previously discussed for eth-cat, pent-cat and hex-cat, the B- structure as 

depicted is not necessarily the structure needed for the second reduction process and 

conversion to C2-. The depicted structure represents the needed rearrangement for  
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Figure 6.7. Cyclic voltammograms of norbor-cat at varying scan rates. Conditions: CO 
atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy-carbon electrode, 1 mM catalyst. 
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Scheme 6.1. Mechanism for intramolecular rearrangement of norbor-cat upon an initial 
one-electron reduction. 
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potential inversion, via formation of a semi-bridging CO, and is a structure on the 

way to a species which is represented by B-. Limitations in the computational method 

used on these systems has prevented calculation of energy barriers for the true B-, and in 

the case of norbor-cat, has proven to be problematic in computing potential energy 

surfaces such as those shown for the previous catalysts. 

Catalysis. The norbor-cat catalyzes protons provided by acetic acid to molecular 

hydrogen at potentials more negative than that of the initial one-to-two electron 

reduction. Figure 6.8 shows that the catalytic peak increases as increasing amounts of 

acetic acid are added. It is further observed that the catalytic peak may contain multiple 

processes which are observed as extra bumps on the catalytic peak; particularly the 

catalytic peak shape for the CV with 1 mM acetic acid. It is difficult to say what this may 

be attributed to, however, one possibility is that upon intramolecular rearrangement the 

singly-bound sulfur of the dithiolate ligand may be basic enough to be protonated by 

acetic acid. This would be one argument to not use saturated alkyldithiolate-based 

catalysts because it was shown that this is unlikely to occur in the benz-cat system based 

on the calculation of pKa
 of various protonation sites.63  

Another pertinent feature of these cyclic voltammograms is that the oxidation 

peak corresponding to the initial reduction event decreases significantly upon addition of 

acid. This indicates that the species being formed at the first reduction event is not 

persisting long enough for the corresponding return oxidation. This would further suggest 

that at the catalytic peak, there is a degradative pathway which depletes the catalyst itself, 
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Figure 6.8. Cyclic voltammograms of norbor-cat in the presence of concentrations of 
acetic acid shown in the figure. Conditions: CO atmosphere, acetonitrile, glassy carbon 
electrode, 0.1 V/s, 1 mM catalyst. 
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limiting the catalytic activity. Ideally a normal oxidation peak would be observed which 

would indicate that the catalyst is not being consumed during the catalytic process 

thereby signifying a high turnover number. The most prominent mechanism for the 

catalytic production of molecular hydrogen is shown in Scheme 6.2. It is reasonable to 

suggest that there may be multipleroutes to hydrogen production. One such route could 

occur through terminal hydride formation or perhaps protonation of the sulfur dithiolate 

ligand, both leading to shuttling of the proton/hydride to the diiron center. The 

mechanism presented in Scheme 6.2 is likely to be the most prominent based on the 

calculated thermodynamic quantities and previous work.61,63  

Starting from the dianionic product of the intramolecular rearrangement presented 

in Scheme 6.1 the catalyst can be protonated by acetic acid, requiring that the pKa of 

HCat1- is greater than that of acetic acid in acetonitrile, 24.5 for HCat1- and 22.3 for acetic 

acid in acetonitrile. This step is not observable in the electrochemistry as it does not 

involve the passage of electrons, however, the reduction step from HCat1- to Hcat2- is 

observable and is one of the reduction steps which is calculated to be -2.20 V vs Fc/Fc+ 

thus contributing to the catalytic peak observed near -2.3 V vs Fc/Fc+. This reduction 

product, HCat2- can further react with a proton from acetic acid to produce molecular 

hydrogen based on the ∆G of reaction, which was calculated to be -1.04 eV, thereby 

reforming the anionic product, Catu
1-. It is possible to also have a favorable ∆G if Catt

1- is 

formed, however, this produces a less negative ∆G and requires reorganization of the 

anion intermediate to continue through the catalytic cycle a second time.  
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Scheme 6.2. Procatalyst initiation and ECEC mechanism for catalytic reduction of 
protons to H2 for norbor-cat. 
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Table 6.2. Calculated Reduction Potentials, pKa Values, Energy of Rotation, and ∆G of 
Reaction for Norbor-cat.a 

Eo
1 −+→

− 10 CatCat e  -1.67 V 

rotation 
−−

 →
11

u
rotation

t CatCat  + 0.11 eV 

Eo
2 −+− →

− 21 CatCat e  -1.37 V 

pKa −+−  →
+ 12 HCatCat H  24.5 

Eo
3 −+− →

− 21 HCatHCat e  -2.20 V 

∆Grxn 2
12 HCatHHCat u

H + →+
−++− +

 -1.04 eV 
aReduction potentials vs Fc/Fc+, pKa of acetic acid in acetonitrile: 22.3. 
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Conclusions 

 It has been shown that the use of a sterically bulky dithiolate ligand has a 

moderate effect on catalytic production in the diironhexacarbonyl-type systems. 

Introduction of internal steric strain offered a structure which is surprisingly highly 

symmetric allowing the direct strain between the hydrogen of one of the bridging carbons 

in the norbornane ring and an apical carbonyl to persist. DFT computations were able to 

accurately account for the X-ray structure as well as account for the CO stretching 

frequencies and relative intensities as detected by IR spectroscopy.  

 The photoelectron spectra data showed some interesting results which, previously 

had not been observed in these types of systems. DFT computations suggest the lowest 

energy structure in the cation state involves not only a semi-bridging carbonyl, a common 

feature for these types of systems, but also an agostic interaction between the open site on 

the iron atom and the hydrogen of the bridging carbon, C7 (see Figure 6.5), in the 

norbornane ring. This agostic interaction has a prominent effect on the spectrum by not 

allowing effective overlap between the neutral and cation ground state, thereby 

preventing observation of the adiabatic transition. Another possibility suggested was that 

relief of internal strain may also cause this undetected adiabatic transition. 

 Electrochemical results showed a variable-electron reduction event which, 

depending on scan-rate gave a one- or two-electron reduction.  This was attributed to the 

coupling of fluxionality and introduction of internal steric strain which gives rise to an 

intramolecular rearrangement upon an initial one-electron reduction. This rearrangement 

further allowed for potential inversion and uptake of a second electron. The observed 
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potential inversion process and variable-potential oxidation gives justification of the 

mechanism provided in Scheme 6.1. In the presence of acetic acid the catalyst was shown 

to catalytically produce molecular hydrogen at potentials more negative than that of the 

initial variable-electron reduction event. DFT computations provide a reasonable 

mechanism which is outlined in Scheme 6.2 with key thermodynamic quantities reported 

in Table 6.2.  

The calculated reduction potentials, pKa values, and ∆G of reaction for H2 

production are all similar to those reported in the previous chapters which points out that 

the electronic structures of these alkyldithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl systems do not vary 

significantly. However, the alkyldithiolate ligand can introduce significant strain in these 

systems which help promote intramolecular rearrangement leading to activation of the 

catalyst and preparing it for protonation and catalytic activity. This rearrangement 

process is calculated to be uphill in all cases but is least uphill for the hex-cat, discussed 

in Chapter 6. This is not to say that the norbornanedithiolate ligand does not have a 

profound effect. Computations predict the lowest barrier to rotation at +0.11 eV however, 

it is so similar to the eth-cat in the electrochemical experiment illustrating that calculation 

of the energy difference between the structures for A- and B- in Schemes 6.1 and 6.2 is 

not representative of the true energy barrier for rearrangement. However, it is interesting 

to note the effect of slowing intramolecular rearrangement through dithiolate rigidity and 

steric bulk. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 
 

The original goal of this work was to study hydrogenase enzyme active site-

inspired catalysts which use rigidity and steric bulk to inhibit the known degradation 

pathways. One previously studied system for understanding of the hydrogenase enzyme 

active site is µ-(1,2-ethanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, here referred to as eth-cat. This 

system was used as a fundamental system for understanding the chemistry of the larger 

systems presented in this dissertation.  

It was shown via a concentration dependence study under electrochemical 

conditions that the eth-cat dimerization process was not prominent as long as a CO 

atmosphere was used. However, a more interesting feature of this work showed that, 

under electrochemical conditions, the eth-cat undergoes an intramolecular rearrangement 

at the first reduction event which was attributed to a process involving potential 

inversion. Using computations and electrochemical simulation it was further suggested 

that this process occurs through an intermediate anionic structure involving an inverted 

iron center. The resulting dianionic product involves a rotated iron center with a bridging 

carbonyl and a cleaved iron-sulfur bond as indicated by experimental evidence and 

computational support. This opening of the [2Fe2S] center provides for a protonation site 

as it was observed that eth-cat successfully reduces protons to molecular hydrogen. 

Computational methods were used to generate a reasonable mechanism for molecular 

hydrogen production from acetic acid. It was found that an ECEC mechanism, starting 
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from the anion of the catalyst, provided reasonable reduction potentials, pKa values and 

∆G energies for molecular hydrogen production. 

The methods used in the study of the eth-cat provided a foundation which was 

used to direct the work for the other three systems, pent-cat, hex-cat and norbor-cat 

presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Because pent-cat and norbor-cat were new 

complexes, basic characterization methods were necessary. X-ray diffraction data was 

collected for pent-cat and norbor-cat. It was observed that introduction of steric bulk had 

a significant effect on one of the apical carbonyls in the complex. This strain can be seen 

by comparison of the Fe-Fe-Ca, where Ca is the carbon of the apical carbonyl underneath 

the alkyldithiolate ligand. For comparison, the angles for the apical carbonyls in eth-cat, 

which are not hindered, are 150.59(15)° and 148.48(15)°, for pent-cat, hex-cat and 

norbor-cat, the Fe-Fe-COa angles are: 152.62(7)°, 152.3(3)°, and 160.48(7)°, respectively. 

DFT calculations were able to account for these significant structure differences very 

well. 

Particularly interesting for this series is the comparison of the experimental CO 

stretching frequencies along with noting how well the computational methods do in 

accounting for the geometric and electronic features. It was found that the differences in 

alkyldithiolate ligand, no matter the bulkiness,  did not alter the electronic structure at the 

[2Fe2S] center. This is seen when comparing the CO stretching frequencies in their 

region across the series. Furthermore, frequency calculations and orbital plots predict 

virtually no change in electronic character across the series. This is further observed 

experimentally in electrochemical experiments in the similarity of the reduction 
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potentials and, with minor exception, in the photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) 

experiments 

The PES data collected for this series of complexes are very similar. From the 

onset energy, centered near 7.5 eV, to the sulfur ionizations observed near 9.5 eV and 

10.0 eV the electronic structure stands practically unaltered for the series. One minor 

difference is seen in the band shape of the first ionization in norbor-cat. A prominent 

shoulder protrudes from this first, highly convoluted, ionization band. Calculations 

indicate the shoulder is the Fe-Fe σ-bond. If this is accurate, it would indicate that steric 

effects have a minor effect on the electronic structure and may indicate a more basic 

catalyst which would aid in molecular hydrogen production from acids weaker than that 

of acetic acid, however, this is not readily observed in the electrochemical experiments.  

DFT computations do an excellent job for this series. For the PES data, 

computations predict an adiabatic transition based on the cationic structure containing a 

semi-bridging carbonyl and an open iron site. This open site on the iron may provide 

some additional stabilization to the molecule through an agostic interaction with a 

hydrogen in the alkyldithiolate ligand. A possible problem for the computational method 

used is that DFT has some weaknesses when calculating these types of interactions. The 

calculated adiabatic ionization energies match very well with experiment except for the 

case of the norbor-cat. This disagreement between experimental and calculated values 

was attributed to significant reorganization upon ionization to the cation or an agostic 

interaction at the open iron site, in which both cases limit the amount of sampling from 

the neutral ground state to the cationic ground state. It should be pointed out that the 
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calculated adiabatic transition could be underestimated because DFT does not have the 

ability to properly account for the agostic interaction. The validity of this hypothesis 

could be tested using alternate computational methods. This agostic interaction may come 

into play in the electrochemical experiments as well, particularly involving the anionic 

intermediate structures for the intramolecular rearrangement. 

Electrochemical study of this series of complexes indicates that the catalysts have 

different rates of rearrangement which is heavily dependent on the type of bulk and strain 

in the alkyldithiolate ligand. Using the experimental and computational methods 

developed for eth-cat the same mechanism for rearrangement is utilized  based on the fit 

analysis of the electrochemical data. It was observed that the rate of intramolecular 

rearrangement across the series could be ordered from slowest to fastest in the following 

manner: pent-cat < norbor-cat < eth-cat < hex-cat. This ordering is based on the detected 

amount of cathodic peak current passed during the scan-rate dependence experiments and 

electrochemical simulation. Considering only the experimental data, pent-cat is the 

slowest because primarily more of a one-electron reduction is observed, norbor-cat and 

eth-cat exhibit a full one-electron to two-electron reduction event and hex-cat exhibits 

less of a one-electron reduction and more of a two-electron reduction.  

This order was further explored using DFT computations which indicated that the 

rates for intramolecular rearrangement are dependent upon having a driving force for 

formation of a dianionic structure containing a rotated iron center, bridging carbonyl, and 

cleaved iron-sulfur bond. The dithiolate bridge of the eth-cat is small and there is little 

structural rearrangement which needs to occur to form the dianion structure described 
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above, which, conveniently, is on a time-scale detectable via electrochemistry. 

Alternatively, pent-cat is observed to be the slowest because of the amount of 

rearrangement which has to occur to form the intermediate anionic structure, likely, due 

to rigidity of the cyclopentane ring and the necessity of this ring to reorganize. On the 

other side of the spectrum hex-cat contains a strained cyclohexane ring, which, upon 

reduction, driving the structure to reorganize quickly, allowing potential inversion and 

uptake of a second electron.  

The norbor-cat contains direct strain between the norbornane ring and an apical 

carbonyl, however, this does not provide a hindrance, like in pent-cat, or a strong driving 

force toward rearrangement, as in hex-cat. Instead, it behaves similarly to eth-cat but is 

slightly slower toward rearrangement and potential inversion is noted. 

In contrast to the rates for reduction, the differences in the catalytic mechanisms 

of this series for production of hydrogen are very subtle and further indicate the 

electronic structure of these systems are not being altered by any significant amount 

through change of the dithiolate ligand. Although the intramolecular rearrangement is 

significantly effected with steric bulk, catalytic ability is essentially unchanged. The same 

mechanism is used for each catalyst and approximately the same reduction potentials, 

pKa values and ∆G of reaction values are calculated. 

The studies presented offer unique insight into much of the chemistry which 

governs some of the fundamental reactivity of these systems. There are many key aspects 

of this study that may help lead to improved rates, overpotentials, and turnover numbers 

for these hydrogenase mimics, and may help to understand the function of hydrogenases 
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themselves.  Several aspects of this chemistry should be further studied. PES is the most 

direct method for studying the electronic structure of these systems. Although the first 

ionization band contains a significant number of ionizations, it is observed that shoulders 

arise depending on the steric strain in the molecule. Norbor-cat shows two shoulders in 

this first ionization band, the cause of which is unclear, but if studied, may lead to better 

understanding of the electronic structures of these complexes. Also, it is seen that sulfur 

lone-pair ionizations are prominent and fairly well separated from other ionizations. 

Tracking the shift of these lone pair ionizations as dithiolate ligand is varied may give 

some insight into the electronic alterations the alkyl ligand has on the [2Fe2S] center. 

This type of study would require a significant number of different complexes but may 

prove interesting nevertheless, particularly if trends between this shift and 

electrochemical results can somehow be correlated. For example, if the sulfur lone-pair 

ionizations are relatively stabilized or destabilized, perhaps this could indicate whether or 

not protonation at the sulfur atom may occur.  

A second area to explore is the use of the DFT computational methods. Overall 

this computational approach does extremely well but in the case of calculating the energy 

barriers to rotation, perhaps ab initio methods or new functionals would provide results 

which are more appropriate and some predictions could be more accurately made. 

More sterically demanding ligands may be of use to promote the intramolecular 

rearrangement. Bulky ligands do not influence the overpotential but can assist potential 

inversion, faster activation for catalytic activity, and inhibition of degradation pathways. 

It is more desirable to have lower reduction potentials and lower overpotentials, 
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something which was observed with the benz-cat system, µ-(1,2-

benzenedithiolato)diironhexcarbonyl. This would beg the question, is it possible to 

promote rotation and activation of the catalyst at lower reduction potentials, i.e., can the 

best of the benz-cat and hex-cat be combined in some way? 

For this series of catalysts it would be helpful to experimentally determine the pKa 

of the sulfur and Fe-Fe protonation sites. It is likely that in the dianionic form of these 

catalysts the sulfur atom and the Fe-Fe center are competing protonation sites. 

Protonation of the sulfur atom likely leads to degradation, most likely, dissociation from 

the iron center due to thiol formation. To study these pKa’s, electrochemical experiments 

could be run with varying strengths of acids. Hopefully what would be observed at the 

catalytic peak is a more idealized peak shape isolating a single mechanism for molecular 

hydrogen production. Furthermore, it may also be desirable to attempt to inhibit 

protonation at the sulfur alltogether.  

Finally, it may be interesting to see whether or not phosphine ligands slow down 

or speed up the intramolecular rearrangement and whether or not the nature of this effect 

is electronic or steric. It may also be possible to see protonation at the first reduction 

event if electron-donating phosphines are used.   

It has been shown that these systems are not the answer to a thriving hydrogen 

economy. However, the chemistry exhibited here shows excellent methods by which to 

study these complexes. Also, the intramolecular rearrangement seen in the 

electrochemistry certainly changes the paradigm with which these systems will be 

considered. The consequences of this dynamic behavior has been observed for years but 
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has not been properly developed until now. The incorporation of promoting this 

rearrangement is likely to guide future generations of these types of catalysts and expands 

the knowledge base of Fe-S clusters as well as this area of inorganic catalysis.
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Table 7.1. Calculated reduction potentials, pKa values, rotation energy, and ∆G of 
reaction for the series of catalysts.a 

 Reactionb Eth-cat Pent-cat Hex-cat Norbor-cat 
Eo

1 A → A- -1.76 V -1.71 V -1.71 V -1.67 V 
Rotationc A- ↔ B- + 0.27 eV + 0.26 eV + 0.25 eV + 0.11 eV 

Eo
2 B- → C2- -1.34 V -1.67 V -1.54 V -1.37 V 

pKa H+ + C2- ↔ HC1- 26.7 25.2 27.0 24.5 
Eo

3 HC1- → HC2- -2.23 V -2.17 V -2.24 V -2.20 V 
∆Grxn H+ + HC2- → H2 + B- -0.90 eV -0.99 eV -1.10 eV -1.04 eV 

aCalculated potentials vs Fc+/Fc. pKa of acetic acid in acetonitrile: 22.3. bReaction 
lettering follows intramolecular rearrangement labeling, Schemes 3.1, 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1. 
cThis energy of rotation is not representative of the energy barriers; experimentally 
determined rate of intramolecular rearrangement organized slowest to fastest: pent-cat < 
norbor-cat < eth-cat < hex-cat. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
Typical ADF 2006.01d input file: 
 
#! /bin/sh 
$ADFBIN/adf -n4 << eor 
title 
 
!restart TAPE21new 
 
xc 
lda vwn stoll 
!gga opbe 
end 
 
basis 
type TZP 
!core none 
end 
 
charge 0 0 
 
restricted 
!unrestricted 
 
relativistic ZORA 
 
!symmetry nosym 
!symmetry C(S) 
 
integration=6.0 
 
!occupations smearq=smear2 
!end 
 
!SCF 
!iterations 200 
!converge 1e-6 1e-3 
!end 
 
geometry 
!singlepoint 
iterations 200 
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!converge E=0.0005 
!converge grad=0.001 
!converge Rad=0.001 
!converge Angle=0.1 
!step rad=0.01 
!step angle=0.1 
!linear transit 19 
!frequencies 
end 
 
!analyticalfreq 
!end 
 
!solvation 
!solve name=acetonitrile 
!charged conv=1e-10 iter=1000 
!end 
 
!fragments 
!C.13 t21.C13 
!end 
 
atoms cartesian 
C 0.0 0.0  0.57 
O 0.0 0.0 -0.57 
end 
 
!geovar 
!LTvar 0.0 
!end 
 
end input 
eor 
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Eth-cat, Neutral 
Fe        6.578741    2.917031    8.448583 
Fe        7.476701    2.122520    6.238923 
S         8.626604    3.443349    7.661108 
S         5.983227    3.799896    6.459219 
C         7.333212    1.757899    9.573972 
O         7.820979    1.000506   10.298064 
C         6.253897    4.256094    9.566931 
O         6.047366    5.136164   10.291076 
C         5.010601    2.070501    8.520403 
O         3.998700    1.513858    8.564695 
C         8.491836    0.742506    6.733742 
O         9.143458   -0.154982    7.058983 
C         8.220311    2.498016    4.672017 
O         8.702445    2.751787    3.649875 
C         6.158537    1.047935    5.702980 
O         5.301624    0.349328    5.365917 
C         8.385910    5.130371    6.970913 
H         8.540005    5.824852    7.823018 
H         9.214413    5.280165    6.247484 
C         7.028081    5.307277    6.329243 
H         7.103343    5.524082    5.243221 
H         6.442200    6.121111    6.805327 

 

 

 
Eth-cat, Anion, terminal CO 
Fe        6.531987    2.977489    8.566096 
Fe        7.525681    2.089084    6.114229 
S         8.616893    3.354530    7.687499 
S         5.954412    3.720977    6.475333 
C         7.247935    1.845829    9.714070 
O         7.709958    1.111824   10.496354 
C         6.254157    4.405207    9.601685 
O         5.994723    5.204079   10.419558 
C         4.982938    2.139174    8.675394 
O         3.952714    1.598454    8.778010 
C         8.536539    0.713273    6.558524 
O         9.221549   -0.195350    6.821929 
C         8.275291    2.595276    4.574970 
O         8.759668    2.731867    3.516273 
C         6.245899    1.008212    5.561741 
O         5.414422    0.289602    5.165832 
C         8.375254    5.039349    6.990949 
H         8.520785    5.742862    7.838461 
H         9.193325    5.188089    6.253825 
C         7.009430    5.221911    6.348009 
H         7.099146    5.440236    5.262327 
H         6.438402    6.041209    6.835164 
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Eth-cat, Anion, semi-bridging CO 
Fe       -1.393310    0.135010    0.000010 
Fe        1.434621   -0.347232    0.000044 
S         0.190663    0.927916    1.469570 
S         0.190691    0.927929   -1.469606 
C        -2.057789   -0.898807    1.268005 
O        -2.534819   -1.554953    2.106958 
C        -2.597532    1.452656   -0.000016 
O        -3.536365    2.153546   -0.000001 
C        -2.057824   -0.898791   -1.267984 
O        -2.534825   -1.554949   -2.106961 
C         2.651229   -0.467172    1.257937 
O         3.448871   -0.556491    2.111745 
C         2.651252   -0.467183   -1.257982 
O         3.448867   -0.556488   -2.111774 
C         0.757874   -2.002438   -0.000044 
O         0.501934   -3.142417   -0.000009 
C         0.439902    2.607085    0.760873 
H        -0.386570    3.233041    1.162485 
H         1.403860    2.978472    1.169198 
C         0.439905    2.607083   -0.760888 
H         1.403855    2.978473   -1.169218 
H        -0.386575    3.233043   -1.162497 
 

 

 
Eth-cat, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        6.190031    2.628967    8.220145 
Fe        7.893674    2.407205    6.180993 
S         9.381332    3.874828    6.952734 
S         6.247108    3.943113    6.348842 
C         6.725602    1.475819    9.443585 
O         7.044985    0.712850   10.265259 
C         6.355854    3.991284    9.366285 
O         6.352156    4.831874   10.181624 
C         4.466442    2.248182    8.223779 
O         3.330988    1.990251    8.309050 
C         9.146958    1.181371    6.250569 
O         9.966750    0.351981    6.274869 
C         7.451418    2.029522    4.531268 
O         7.196872    1.791452    3.415778 
C         6.616732    1.166174    6.909949 
O         6.295871    0.033020    6.748683 
C         8.414374    5.358606    7.448710 
H         8.194028    5.272358    8.531558 
H         9.083659    6.236637    7.311886 
C         7.155414    5.521479    6.646163 
H         7.384861    5.890170    5.622801 
H         6.440821    6.227380    7.126188 
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Eth-cat, Dianion, terminal CO 
Fe        6.440094    3.082404    8.806376 
Fe        7.632621    2.023177    5.865523 
S         8.516206    3.150761    7.721808 
S         5.930304    3.480395    6.552020 
C         7.105076    1.994101    9.999626 
O         7.537059    1.288627   10.844684 
C         6.274800    4.634084    9.651103 
O         6.015701    5.451640   10.476121 
C         4.879838    2.328331    9.019168 
O         3.816956    1.842062    9.197502 
C         8.657872    0.654012    6.216840 
O         9.366908   -0.272070    6.410973 
C         8.371854    2.758347    4.429798 
O         8.870419    2.894938    3.357844 
C         6.429405    0.932418    5.223359 
O         5.639001    0.192957    4.747253 
C         8.313316    4.842137    7.027730 
H         8.462142    5.552748    7.870708 
H         9.111011    4.969807    6.262916 
C         6.926757    5.019694    6.403586 
H         7.007563    5.243665    5.316822 
H         6.356822    5.819331    6.926416 
 

 

 
Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        6.103022    2.652075    8.241449 
Fe        7.772907    2.349962    6.210006 
S         9.518065    3.985224    6.497785 
S         6.251254    4.013575    6.396987 
C         6.996045    1.515860    9.240295 
O         7.524805    0.755417    9.968589 
C         6.205929    3.963290    9.428875 
O         6.165920    4.768099   10.296130 
C         4.417464    2.184008    8.366638 
O         3.306262    1.833027    8.563153 
C         8.999645    1.169889    6.601727 
O         9.834581    0.371368    6.820859 
C         7.752778    2.049823    4.507398 
O         7.724092    1.778718    3.356919 
C         6.386155    1.222884    6.728813 
O         5.881351    0.159894    6.503160 
C         8.544095    5.152007    7.500909 
H         8.292291    4.669304    8.474959 
H         9.156935    6.063866    7.700272 
C         7.256091    5.511955    6.806057 
H         7.466217    6.006679    5.830173 
H         6.608530    6.170155    7.432215 
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Eth-cat, Protonated, Anion, bridging CO 
Fe        6.236981    2.540949    8.350623 
Fe        7.852250    2.398166    6.243578 
S         9.465204    4.176644    6.188071 
S         6.232272    4.091168    6.230259 
C         6.651248    1.300318    9.529704 
O         6.785785    0.512839   10.400162 
C         6.340708    3.924458    9.487736 
O         6.306220    4.717735   10.361948 
C         4.484366    2.311328    8.300726 
O         3.334092    2.072621    8.403525 
C         9.129730    1.254875    6.542215 
O        10.004683    0.488705    6.716584 
C         7.729187    2.109184    4.510988 
O         7.661536    1.885390    3.357907 
C         6.474236    1.219237    6.802911 
O         5.980091    0.169583    6.509953 
C         8.539062    5.290546    7.286216 
H         8.415860    4.797230    8.278107 
H         9.119482    6.233456    7.430504 
C         7.160764    5.597077    6.737059 
H         7.246030    6.237783    5.831994 
H         6.540802    6.121137    7.504714 
H         7.917506    2.741554    7.881976 
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Eth-cat, Protonated, Dianion, bridging CO 
Fe        6.247951    2.647226    8.309945 
Fe        7.811031    2.357775    6.263136 
S         9.433174    4.092528    6.302117 
S         6.179398    3.941256    6.421072 
C         6.637133    1.371092    9.460705 
O         6.906292    0.538521   10.228979 
C         6.397780    3.996380    9.469430 
O         6.369103    4.816895   10.300297 
C         4.502842    2.327531    8.266354 
O         3.356850    2.119957    8.284640 
C         9.155360    1.257132    6.502786 
O        10.052001    0.529268    6.650169 
C         7.748124    2.147393    4.526891 
O         7.703808    1.984655    3.373481 
C         6.501750    1.147775    6.720452 
O         5.955486    0.112107    6.555412 
C         8.478380    5.262774    7.313842 
H         8.364573    4.865165    8.347826 
H         9.048488    6.217060    7.375184 
C         7.115520    5.496892    6.713543 
H         7.212521    5.951408    5.702683 
H         6.469768    6.145604    7.348105 
H         7.885139    2.680564    7.983568 
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Pent-cat, Adiabatic cation, bridging CO 
C        -0.835205   -0.795389    0.738536 
H        -1.875817   -1.023539    1.057426 
C         0.153954   -1.864232    1.231432 
H        -0.225109   -2.418613    2.112122 
H         1.113507   -1.381653    1.530961 
C         0.393606   -2.731860   -0.005782 
H        -0.462213   -3.425198   -0.167388 
H         1.310025   -3.351345    0.069112 
C         0.453977   -1.701509   -1.129415 
H         0.397281   -2.123732   -2.152291 
H         1.410491   -1.128137   -1.051351 
C        -0.721676   -0.778244   -0.794674 
H        -1.659578   -1.156128   -1.260377 
S        -0.499083    0.903183   -1.496488 
S        -0.487039    0.848492    1.489128 
Fe       -1.480336    2.282162    0.027428 
Fe        1.017881    1.721578    0.003932 
C        -3.031200    1.415097    0.021455 
O        -4.015743    0.823576    0.017527 
C        -1.943181    3.409220    1.368259 
O        -2.257658    4.112497    2.215404 
C        -1.955591    3.455938   -1.270281 
O        -2.279099    4.188908   -2.088340 
C         2.202230    1.989428    1.345492 
O         2.948109    2.165701    2.198037 
C         2.179850    2.052159   -1.342996 
O         2.909836    2.269238   -2.199919 
C         0.499264    3.461882    0.046093 
O         0.631737    4.614522    0.071034 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 

180

Pent-cat, Neutral 
C        -0.825834   -1.070228    0.766310 
H        -1.865447   -1.129664    1.155776 
C        -0.005112   -2.291666    1.192829 
H        -0.347032   -2.720555    2.155927 
H         1.061883   -1.996234    1.314143 
C        -0.132828   -3.240294    0.000000 
H        -1.134151   -3.726632    0.000000 
H         0.630624   -4.045554    0.000000 
C        -0.005112   -2.291666   -1.192829 
H        -0.347032   -2.720555   -2.155927 
H         1.061883   -1.996234   -1.314143 
C        -0.825834   -1.070228   -0.766310 
H        -1.865447   -1.129664   -1.155776 
S        -0.185613    0.507492   -1.464929 
S        -0.185613    0.507492    1.464929 
Fe       -0.952098    2.050792    0.000000 
Fe        1.402460    1.167514    0.000000 
C        -2.690729    1.698891    0.000000 
O        -3.822309    1.450037    0.000000 
C        -0.880561    3.286409    1.283805 
O        -0.828715    4.088569    2.114521 
C        -0.880561    3.286409   -1.283805 
O        -0.828715    4.088569   -2.114521 
C         2.579967   -0.159993    0.000000 
O         3.374691   -1.004521    0.000000 
C         2.120182    2.174172    1.283986 
O         2.580458    2.836670    2.111920 
C         2.120182    2.174172   -1.283986 
O         2.580458    2.836670   -2.111920 
 

 

 



 

 

181

Pent-cat, Anion, terminal CO 
C        -0.810751   -0.996466    0.769306 
H        -1.857070   -1.048365    1.144920 
C        -0.002466   -2.227307    1.189429 
H        -0.339036   -2.652610    2.157005 
H         1.065624   -1.925210    1.294685 
C        -0.134171   -3.179802    0.000000 
H        -1.139251   -3.661760    0.000000 
H         0.628719   -3.988747    0.000000 
C        -0.002466   -2.227307   -1.189429 
H        -0.339036   -2.652610   -2.157005 
H         1.065624   -1.925210   -1.294685 
C        -0.810751   -0.996466   -0.769306 
H        -1.857070   -1.048365   -1.144920 
S        -0.157241    0.572720   -1.478483 
S        -0.157241    0.572720    1.478483 
Fe       -1.081778    2.073681    0.000000 
Fe        1.518833    1.098185    0.000000 
C        -2.806379    1.610554    0.000000 
O        -3.974952    1.516872    0.000000 
C        -1.040084    3.306543    1.259559 
O        -1.042936    4.118842    2.098671 
C        -1.040084    3.306543   -1.259559 
O        -1.042936    4.118842   -2.098671 
C         2.629349   -0.303862    0.000000 
O         3.551618   -1.029720    0.000000 
C         2.260809    2.088029    1.256221 
O         2.774286    2.729001    2.086352 
C         2.260809    2.088029   -1.256221 
O         2.774286    2.729001   -2.086352 
 

 

 



 

 

182

Pent-cat, Anion, Semi-bridging CO 
C        -0.838799   -1.065711    0.766337 
H        -1.878482   -1.126024    1.156336 
C        -0.014180   -2.285393    1.191296 
H        -0.348900   -2.714127    2.156871 
H         1.051971   -1.980800    1.303693 
C        -0.141296   -3.234908   -0.000205 
H        -1.140685   -3.724869   -0.000131 
H         0.625242   -4.037308   -0.000192 
C        -0.014146   -2.285253   -1.191663 
H        -0.349204   -2.714052   -2.157098 
H         1.052110   -1.981181   -1.304334 
C        -0.838471   -1.065296   -0.766455 
H        -1.878005   -1.125045   -1.156998 
S        -0.182939    0.504442   -1.473764 
S        -0.183113    0.503130    1.475000 
Fe       -0.910084    2.060484    0.000802 
Fe        1.448460    1.119998    0.000994 
C        -2.642486    1.696149   -0.000578 
O        -3.774647    1.453793   -0.002017 
C        -0.889587    3.296746    1.292415 
O        -0.877667    4.096777    2.124078 
C        -0.890185    3.297379   -1.289603 
O        -0.877612    4.093358   -2.125177 
C         1.773915    2.858069   -0.002568 
O         2.111652    3.969327   -0.004776 
C         2.594605    0.639520    1.252160 
O         3.348844    0.291747    2.061766 
C         2.591335    0.627952   -1.248597 
O         3.343147    0.271983   -2.056940 
 

 

 



 

 

183

Pent-cat, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
C        -0.884026   -0.791675    0.749693 
H        -1.988707   -0.823289    0.849836 
C        -0.193352   -1.913732    1.552462 
H        -0.879897   -2.400188    2.276013 
H         0.641783   -1.469434    2.140462 
C         0.378506   -2.870663    0.500597 
H        -0.403003   -3.588531    0.159781 
H         1.237422   -3.464484    0.880458 
C         0.745645   -1.923561   -0.636698 
H         0.968362   -2.418084   -1.604239 
H         1.628073   -1.302954   -0.352715 
C        -0.464738   -0.994922   -0.718099 
H        -1.290104   -1.515074   -1.257977 
S        -0.151341    0.537430   -1.660634 
S        -0.398633    0.863452    1.409612 
Fe       -1.491341    2.427855    0.123883 
Fe        0.987895    1.802180   -0.125440 
C        -2.861294    1.380937   -0.315316 
O        -3.816283    0.749061   -0.549943 
C        -2.192363    3.393007    1.436176 
O        -2.732001    4.049878    2.235604 
C        -1.741727    3.587655   -1.192704 
O        -1.948040    4.370426   -2.031469 
C         2.394901    1.565142    0.878549 
O         3.340220    1.426052    1.557306 
C         1.946656    2.438835   -1.446582 
O         2.613380    2.850430   -2.313093 
C         0.404872    3.443036    0.420449 
O         0.655458    4.557857    0.727801 
 

 

 



 

 

184

Pent-cat, Dianion, terminal CO 
C        -0.778844   -0.841754    0.773787 
H        -1.830608   -0.846659    1.139531 
C        -0.010215   -2.095533    1.189344 
H        -0.357963   -2.515024    2.158403 
H         1.066530   -1.810541    1.280967 
C        -0.158843   -3.047611    0.000000 
H        -1.172777   -3.516568    0.000000 
H         0.595845   -3.868805    0.000000 
C        -0.010215   -2.095533   -1.189344 
H        -0.357963   -2.515024   -2.158403 
H         1.066530   -1.810541   -1.280967 
C        -0.778844   -0.841754   -0.773787 
H        -1.830608   -0.846659   -1.139531 
S        -0.081801    0.734823   -1.436271 
S        -0.081801    0.734823    1.436271 
Fe       -1.325729    2.117213    0.000000 
Fe        1.756432    0.968246    0.000000 
C        -2.974563    1.455324    0.000000 
O        -4.163746    1.407347    0.000000 
C        -1.370246    3.361136    1.223098 
O        -1.446401    4.205310    2.046729 
C        -1.370246    3.361136   -1.223098 
O        -1.446401    4.205310   -2.046729 
C         2.722994   -0.522753    0.000000 
O         3.685168   -1.225343    0.000000 
C         2.546579    1.923000    1.228265 
O         3.119644    2.543877    2.053687 
C         2.546579    1.923000   -1.228265 
O         3.119644    2.543877   -2.053687 
 

 

 



 

 

185

Pent-cat, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond, down conformation 
C        -0.981941   -0.864527    0.469039 
H        -2.019735   -0.702721    0.113196 
C        -0.857519   -1.975638    1.534651 
H        -1.798115   -2.563681    1.624880 
H        -0.667251   -1.512060    2.528331 
C         0.334638   -2.858622    1.092947 
H        -0.042250   -3.784514    0.596769 
H         0.968423   -3.181043    1.949418 
C         1.077335   -2.002614    0.066761 
H         1.726780   -2.575790   -0.628189 
H         1.701790   -1.221132    0.560226 
C        -0.051970   -1.282790   -0.668085 
H        -0.600066   -2.040217   -1.285288 
S         0.439180    0.042120   -1.815113 
S        -0.445118    0.765262    1.213729 
Fe       -1.547895    2.579561    0.277139 
Fe        0.885096    1.802513   -0.275578 
C        -2.875032    1.580828   -0.360521 
O        -3.823633    0.996432   -0.750579 
C        -2.281537    3.462937    1.608331 
O        -2.836826    4.122169    2.416505 
C        -1.587080    3.695227   -1.073383 
O        -1.690468    4.468171   -1.956493 
C         2.394999    1.505810    0.506845 
O         3.434442    1.364978    1.054628 
C         1.590923    2.723779   -1.582030 
O         2.118139    3.328237   -2.443203 
C         0.320425    3.361818    0.615412 
O         0.741467    4.381877    1.083541 
 

 

 
 



 

 

186

Pent-cat, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond, “up” conformation 
C        -0.363059   -1.056371   -3.157153 
C         0.139572   -2.478301   -2.947061 
C         0.735619   -0.201778   -2.522377 
H        -0.409606   -0.836235   -4.251545 
C         1.600926   -2.350549   -3.380470 
H        -0.440146   -3.237899   -3.514332 
H         0.070915   -2.695841   -1.855910 
C         2.041010   -0.959663   -2.858284 
H         0.701276    0.828719   -2.932868 
H         1.645531   -2.362223   -4.494826 
H         2.249310   -3.179060   -3.016402 
H         2.648115   -1.050528   -1.930554 
H         2.654075   -0.414727   -3.612940 
S         0.518201   -0.115924   -0.702007 
S        -2.061727   -0.748267   -2.528805 
Fe       -2.558950    1.476565   -2.889090 
Fe       -1.799015    0.314646   -0.550586 
C        -1.363723    1.674800   -4.186623 
C        -4.116761    1.238684   -3.666359 
C        -2.594335    3.201017   -2.585435 
O        -0.679077    1.891075   -5.127243 
O        -5.138471    1.171480   -4.255173 
O        -2.670096    4.371496   -2.475289 
C        -3.292408    1.367953   -0.952280 
O        -4.232131    1.887209   -0.416135 
C        -1.335549    1.322589    0.794382 
C        -2.618698   -0.856442    0.422338 
O        -1.012049    1.919306    1.756740 
O        -3.219559   -1.608566    1.107669 

 

 
 



 

 

187

Pent-cat, Protonated, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
C        -0.965768   -0.823648    0.500506 
H        -1.983700   -0.681805    0.086079 
C        -0.892437   -1.872782    1.631765 
H        -1.837849   -2.451070    1.703019 
H        -0.753743   -1.365593    2.611232 
C         0.317373   -2.774154    1.293468 
H        -0.035502   -3.718068    0.819228 
H         0.902694   -3.058522    2.193327 
C         1.119110   -1.966773    0.273607 
H         1.806665   -2.571171   -0.352318 
H         1.721544   -1.171916    0.772015 
C         0.027772   -1.295628   -0.554512 
H        -0.483646   -2.086155   -1.157476 
S         0.557716   -0.044934   -1.766286 
S        -0.466518    0.833857    1.199405 
Fe       -1.546525    2.573939    0.114340 
Fe        0.866502    1.821484   -0.332390 
C        -2.886272    1.577839   -0.531552 
O        -3.826170    1.010061   -0.923075 
C        -2.218994    3.265145    1.611112 
O        -2.689678    3.732821    2.567767 
C        -1.826169    3.997169   -0.881255 
O        -2.020955    4.924168   -1.558606 
C         2.359689    1.454677    0.490177 
O         3.359439    1.230996    1.051307 
C         1.685000    2.632744   -1.657642 
O         2.248687    3.161822   -2.529087 
C         0.394749    3.385702    0.544129 
O         0.728035    4.396675    1.061749 
H        -0.686429    1.984222   -1.163845 
 

 



 

 

188

Pent-cat, Protonated, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
C        -0.921911   -0.935127    0.405204 
H        -1.888365   -0.696717   -0.093527 
C        -1.003384   -2.073181    1.421135 
H        -1.668392   -2.874333    1.016047 
H        -1.433916   -1.739432    2.389369 
C         0.450650   -2.592251    1.550959 
H         0.473374   -3.706709    1.588927 
H         0.912074   -2.219809    2.489935 
C         1.201439   -2.033315    0.320565 
H         1.803299   -2.794496   -0.222773 
H         1.883491   -1.205443    0.612460 
C         0.119554   -1.431073   -0.585146 
H        -0.355724   -2.248401   -1.184621 
S         0.677734   -0.183576   -1.789022 
S        -0.341339    0.585988    1.269105 
Fe       -1.563503    2.753479    0.055636 
Fe        0.834460    1.748372   -0.347937 
C        -2.917935    1.721016   -0.504468 
O        -3.881851    1.158202   -0.880521 
C        -2.203290    3.311846    1.612900 
O        -2.702850    3.756806    2.582567 
C        -1.889723    4.184236   -0.911732 
O        -2.224864    5.159652   -1.484733 
C         2.328735    1.472161    0.519870 
O         3.338168    1.314452    1.105537 
C         1.611865    2.608745   -1.651662 
O         2.171873    3.170068   -2.519673 
C         0.294905    3.359748    0.523510 
O         0.787265    4.315852    1.049739 
H        -0.674473    1.929336   -1.133318 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

189

Hex-cat, Adiabatic cation, bridging CO 
Fe        6.362547    0.676269    2.589344 
Fe        4.073488    1.324589    3.554647 
S         5.613199    2.832363    2.840780 
S         5.810628    0.602828    4.818842 
O         7.754616   -1.916799    2.822046 
O         7.385454    1.338950   -0.098837 
O         2.165444    2.200859    1.470023 
O         2.444749   -1.020507    4.317402 
O         2.974606    3.051250    5.642274 
C         7.217998   -0.907034    2.733117 
C         6.992181    1.080339    0.947280 
C         2.913065    1.856598    2.266626 
C         3.082518   -0.119400    4.012019 
C         3.388516    2.368308    4.816365 
C         6.757449    3.159193    4.251593 
C         8.173121    3.036971    3.704651 
C         9.202738    3.465366    4.758034 
C         8.743757    3.108580    6.177475 
C         7.854038    1.868290    6.154066 
H         6.551319    4.207207    4.568232 
H         8.292796    3.609944    2.760374 
H         8.322683    1.952784    3.421975 
H         9.378693    4.559408    4.670949 
H        10.173331    2.977446    4.524671 
H         8.177558    3.953094    6.631198 
H         9.616951    2.936397    6.839227 
H         7.622530    1.503572    7.175203 
H         8.392744    1.040027    5.636123 
C         6.550636    2.191016    5.414854 
H         5.799191    2.599457    6.126410 
C         4.887532   -0.109338    1.891929 
O         4.256908   -0.798377    1.204247 
 

 

 
 



 

 

190

Hex-cat, Neutral 
Fe        6.542315    0.620300    2.619217 
Fe        4.306051    1.327952    3.523686 
S         5.906221    2.774234    2.862394 
S         6.011298    0.609832    4.814573 
O         9.473741    0.706833    2.576478 
O         6.178407   -2.295090    2.561064 
O         6.038973    0.847866   -0.267032 
O         2.817302    1.895233    1.052914 
O         2.974553   -1.268837    3.878872 
O         2.803371    2.965175    5.435941 
C         8.314366    0.685191    2.605313 
C         6.327810   -1.149028    2.586751 
C         6.242471    0.760553    0.867608 
C         3.400869    1.672393    2.025696 
C         3.496253   -0.246138    3.743019 
C         3.386705    2.314052    4.675328 
C         6.690867    3.307773    4.447047 
C         8.066800    3.892178    4.162162 
C         8.735099    4.334876    5.463472 
C         8.759044    3.205013    6.519245 
C         8.144560    1.910622    5.988705 
H         6.014349    4.116942    4.806961 
H         7.974835    4.745815    3.457673 
H         8.690350    3.125867    3.649295 
H         8.190930    5.219549    5.861822 
H         9.764450    4.684666    5.237559 
H         8.196870    3.517201    7.427302 
H         9.797196    3.002437    6.856670 
H         8.114879    1.134745    6.782760 
H         8.766579    1.495652    5.163781 
C         6.736628    2.175178    5.474409 
H         6.072182    2.420181    6.334891 
 

 

 



 

 

191

Hex-cat, Anion, terminal CO 
Fe        6.674686    0.598185    2.588585 
Fe        4.204792    1.381264    3.586724 
S         5.878238    2.740345    2.807717 
S         5.984230    0.559296    4.777294 
O         9.616454    0.626618    2.495623 
O         6.376978   -2.315460    2.486336 
O         6.263567    0.790498   -0.306641 
O         2.638387    1.959964    1.177230 
O         2.807717   -1.168665    3.962867 
O         2.656578    3.007179    5.493638 
C         8.456887    0.725188    2.650513 
C         6.479793   -1.153242    2.531090 
C         6.410128    0.715441    0.849347 
C         3.275806    1.720016    2.125977 
C         3.375024   -0.160542    3.802262 
C         3.378128    2.412862    4.786264 
C         6.644018    3.272443    4.402714 
C         8.018347    3.866003    4.134412 
C         8.692551    4.308535    5.432038 
C         8.720428    3.176054    6.485659 
C         8.101242    1.885507    5.952741 
H         5.954594    4.068057    4.771306 
H         7.923442    4.720687    3.430301 
H         8.635627    3.096021    3.616239 
H         8.145169    5.190395    5.836204 
H         9.722943    4.661626    5.207420 
H         8.157307    3.488492    7.394694 
H         9.761578    2.976191    6.821285 
H         8.073990    1.106502    6.744971 
H         8.715324    1.470483    5.120118 
C         6.692793    2.133649    5.434653 
H         6.019068    2.387136    6.286677 
 

 

 



 

 

192

Hex-cat, Anion, Semi-bridging CO 
Fe        0.875506    7.902242    0.000005 
Fe        3.294170    6.348355    0.000035 
S         2.659659    7.997768    1.463713 
O        -0.754684    9.110227    2.108749 
O        -0.321146    5.210237   -0.000004 
O         3.008950    4.330957    2.110129 
O         6.237085    6.434986   -0.000006 
C        -0.103011    8.636755    1.257291 
C         0.259377    6.224215   -0.000015 
C         3.093989    5.136116    1.269779 
C         5.069332    6.526912   -0.000008 
C         3.598538    9.430630    0.769459 
H         4.639954    9.274651    1.137393 
C         3.035497   10.722976    1.341888 
H         3.107501   10.702333    2.450673 
C         3.761399   11.940571    0.773544 
H         3.288995   12.867400    1.166986 
H         4.807970   11.941952    1.154837 
S         2.659635    7.997804   -1.463734 
O        -0.754687    9.110227   -2.108756 
O         3.008948    4.330957   -2.110139 
C        -0.103002    8.636748   -1.257296 
C         3.094014    5.136112   -1.269817 
C         3.598538    9.430629   -0.769466 
H         4.639952    9.274652   -1.137403 
C         3.035495   10.722977   -1.341894 
H         3.107498   10.702335   -2.450681 
C         3.761396   11.940572   -0.773552 
H         3.288993   12.867401   -1.166993 
H         4.807967   11.941954   -1.154846 
H         1.948061   10.762099    1.097267 
H         1.948060   10.762100   -1.097273 
 

 

 



 

 

193

Hex-cat, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        6.298005    0.462497    2.565953 
Fe        3.977839    1.342834    3.394386 
S         5.788672    2.649529    2.773694 
S         6.470946    0.412304    4.824935 
O         7.120095   -2.340539    2.553848 
O         7.783976    0.983575    0.111558 
O         1.864847    2.459950    1.684754 
O         2.465001   -1.012288    4.284178 
O         3.347025    2.871201    5.829392 
C         6.776970   -1.224195    2.568763 
C         7.177325    0.776723    1.091191 
C         2.752901    2.038901    2.313759 
C         3.099260   -0.098944    3.935283 
C         3.648266    2.251991    4.883009 
C         6.689311    3.188906    4.288263 
C         8.105825    3.582915    3.897961 
C         8.818693    4.287163    5.059370 
C         8.424645    3.673306    6.415128 
C         7.997804    2.221986    6.227105 
H         6.133795    4.096536    4.627797 
H         8.091579    4.222492    2.989196 
H         8.637892    2.646397    3.610653 
H         8.579121    5.374301    5.049328 
H         9.918863    4.207704    4.909019 
H         7.571205    4.237531    6.857877 
H         9.262403    3.754112    7.142079 
H         7.848286    1.702458    7.196715 
H         8.793589    1.656317    5.689513 
C         6.700306    2.151466    5.412769 
H         5.846250    2.353368    6.093958 
C         4.644193    0.128451    1.817117 
O         4.090267   -0.471258    0.956952 
 

 

 



 

 

194

Hex-cat, Dianion, terminal CO 
Fe        6.931080    0.548149    2.524823 
Fe        4.016105    1.477700    3.701680 
S         5.818808    2.603135    2.718998 
S         5.915671    0.482696    4.636987 
O         9.849104    0.646276    2.488707 
O         6.752179   -2.367829    2.371099 
O         6.610831    0.674041   -0.380403 
O         2.330543    2.090956    1.388404 
O         2.477059   -0.977901    4.115025 
O         2.613257    3.155896    5.644445 
C         8.684142    0.784595    2.698592 
C         6.798914   -1.189688    2.441531 
C         6.713937    0.630092    0.795475 
C         3.029070    1.833547    2.306073 
C         3.118373   -0.001729    3.935126 
C         3.383498    2.570199    4.951967 
C         6.555793    3.191462    4.313385 
C         7.921962    3.813359    4.080560 
C         8.567596    4.260478    5.391242 
C         8.609941    3.117234    6.434764 
C         8.009444    1.823461    5.887599 
H         5.827011    3.959247    4.668119 
H         7.824982    4.671828    3.378788 
H         8.553956    3.046094    3.569398 
H         7.989934    5.123180    5.800351 
H         9.594905    4.643280    5.188873 
H         8.040817    3.417731    7.346456 
H         9.656909    2.931717    6.769814 
H         7.984237    1.038554    6.676359 
H         8.629450    1.421686    5.048821 
C         6.606602    2.046471    5.349413 
H         5.899653    2.287650    6.179193 
 

 

 



 

 

195

Hex-cat, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        6.288976    0.369135    2.515469 
Fe        3.885872    1.477626    3.315119 
S         5.884795    2.569627    2.841873 
S         7.581183    0.374627    4.469272 
O         7.058733   -2.437515    2.357323 
O         7.348938    0.858510   -0.147836 
O         1.915743    2.417705    1.349313 
O         2.452278   -0.689938    4.662927 
O         3.334630    3.274032    5.586107 
C         6.717663   -1.313242    2.443263 
C         6.900499    0.680783    0.931108 
C         2.780332    2.064119    2.072505 
C         3.089928    0.153766    4.140383 
C         3.599744    2.558696    4.680730 
C         6.672555    3.009612    4.458806 
C         7.992185    3.732200    4.267657 
C         8.407176    4.409361    5.589297 
C         7.855743    3.654413    6.812159 
C         7.815153    2.154398    6.543446 
H         5.930650    3.702178    4.925337 
H         7.921839    4.470889    3.438879 
H         8.734182    2.954616    3.961619 
H         8.043944    5.463186    5.610491 
H         9.520150    4.459346    5.650209 
H         6.822736    4.006733    7.038003 
H         8.472356    3.882034    7.712215 
H         7.524089    1.581574    7.451355 
H         8.841423    1.808186    6.264861 
C         6.869064    1.803297    5.375186 
H         5.861164    1.497266    5.742890 
C         4.505224    0.006856    2.033186 
O         3.915446   -0.766890    1.333690 
 

 

 



 

 

196

Hex-cat, Protonated, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        6.088860    0.364043    2.700983 
Fe        3.838475    1.332447    3.540179 
S         5.655289    2.588415    2.920559 
S         7.680791    0.584467    4.418064 
O         6.445266   -2.514876    3.019839 
O         7.878539    0.573644    0.407709 
O         1.941463    2.796251    1.836293 
O         2.059889   -0.913135    4.135987 
O         3.388828    2.675300    6.124054 
C         6.290376   -1.368132    2.891788 
C         7.173183    0.496831    1.332515 
C         2.713719    2.221327    2.491462 
C         2.761431   -0.020064    3.878066 
C         3.646675    2.116981    5.130891 
C         6.536790    3.112055    4.450240 
C         7.776839    3.915684    4.097773 
C         8.302318    4.635436    5.357586 
C         7.876731    3.915888    6.645902 
C         7.910191    2.404359    6.451194 
H         5.797723    3.768404    4.968283 
H         7.566636    4.637026    3.279233 
H         8.526312    3.184763    3.712327 
H         7.940587    5.687989    5.380310 
H         9.413902    4.685195    5.311891 
H         6.843826    4.223370    6.930890 
H         8.534943    4.219079    7.490330 
H         7.706520    1.863338    7.398940 
H         8.936875    2.107272    6.128824 
C         6.913146    1.945857    5.367145 
H         5.979384    1.560679    5.833199 
C         4.513818    0.258117    1.750262 
O         3.900383   -0.140443    0.821139 
H         5.049677    0.336224    4.112385 
 

 



 

 

197

Hex-cat, Protonated, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        6.128377    0.359364    2.703080 
Fe        3.762204    1.236650    3.508370 
S         5.945550    2.680288    2.797320 
S         7.803595    0.626897    4.372038 
O         6.382900   -2.533297    2.985136 
O         7.737238    0.481734    0.255911 
O         1.856432    2.798507    1.899046 
O         1.815472   -0.835322    4.236694 
O         3.383609    2.685644    6.065564 
C         6.253728   -1.369283    2.881214 
C         7.101356    0.440920    1.244549 
C         2.680376    2.212671    2.504747 
C         2.663453   -0.073835    3.930487 
C         3.642120    2.123537    5.059752 
C         6.648036    3.161361    4.425536 
C         7.873253    4.050056    4.271995 
C         8.213808    4.728564    5.615264 
C         7.756402    3.873559    6.808617 
C         7.913354    2.391428    6.483149 
H         5.830580    3.740050    4.923494 
H         7.717707    4.799375    3.465813 
H         8.699762    3.378491    3.937104 
H         7.740226    5.736807    5.671832 
H         9.316159    4.893435    5.678572 
H         6.683543    4.079316    7.031173 
H         8.330095    4.147381    7.725757 
H         7.713234    1.750207    7.368874 
H         8.972202    2.196282    6.181835 
C         6.999027    1.962106    5.320796 
H         6.036964    1.560293    5.711990 
C         4.435024    0.278470    1.843045 
O         3.924626   -0.171630    0.858761 
H         5.152180    0.389594    4.084699 
 

 

 
 



 

 

198

Norbor-cat, Adiabatic cation, bridging CO 
Fe        1.040327    8.075673   -0.003631 
Fe        2.996209    6.397373    0.002591 
S         2.768690    8.100284    1.497667 
O        -0.903044    8.469477    2.180438 
O         0.061307    5.330102    0.001453 
O         2.840828    4.383425    2.159991 
O         5.923727    6.547125    0.006122 
C        -0.147337    8.321073    1.330124 
C         0.736400    6.275983    0.000117 
C         2.886577    5.166683    1.325220 
C         4.777870    6.467603    0.004784 
C         3.744606    9.480605    0.769827 
H         4.761716    9.388151    1.210184 
C         3.068727   10.815909    1.126585 
H         2.684338   10.858482    2.165013 
C         2.050942   10.952194   -0.007375 
H         1.263650   10.123612   -0.007386 
H         1.489274   11.909228   -0.010122 
C         4.067943   11.932821    0.771190 
H         3.707308   12.901711    1.173017 
H         5.068001   11.746232    1.215070 
S         2.773687    8.094997   -1.499203 
O        -0.894867    8.458435   -2.196835 
O         2.845621    4.376966   -2.149099 
C        -0.142304    8.314528   -1.342968 
C         2.889633    5.162570   -1.316449 
C         3.747366    9.477814   -0.772980 
H         4.765989    9.383475   -1.209445 
C         3.072913   10.811857   -1.137063 
H         2.692373   10.850684   -2.177056 
C         4.070861   11.930014   -0.782008 
H         3.711806   12.897467   -1.188725 
H         5.072572   11.741746   -1.221455 
 

 

 
 



 

 

199

Norbor-cat, Neutral 
Fe        0.786223    8.051281    0.000000 
Fe        2.785784    6.557337    0.000000 
S         2.508509    8.277826    1.461681 
O        -0.701459    6.669324    2.120544 
O        -0.883461   10.463455    0.000000 
O         2.115206    4.641226    2.124417 
O         5.708426    6.315232    0.000000 
C        -0.121267    7.220023    1.286055 
C        -0.178200    9.543331    0.000000 
C         2.378392    5.395566    1.288600 
C         4.552347    6.398961    0.000000 
C         3.723794    9.483847    0.766227 
H         4.687176    9.119668    1.188634 
C         3.481905   10.956298    1.128443 
H         3.130808   11.108631    2.168148 
C         2.559710   11.431069    0.000000 
H         1.569539   10.940513    0.000000 
H         2.420209   12.533263    0.000000 
C         4.786409   11.696638    0.777940 
H         4.755376   12.731028    1.179418 
H         5.678662   11.197882    1.213030 
S         2.508509    8.277826   -1.461681 
O        -0.701459    6.669324   -2.120544 
O         2.115206    4.641226   -2.124417 
C        -0.121267    7.220023   -1.286055 
C         2.378392    5.395566   -1.288600 
C         3.723794    9.483847   -0.766227 
H         4.687176    9.119668   -1.188634 
C         3.481905   10.956298   -1.128443 
H         3.130808   11.108631   -2.168148 
C         4.786409   11.696638   -0.777940 
H         4.755376   12.731028   -1.179418 
H         5.678662   11.197882   -1.213030 
 

 

 



 

 

200

Norbor-cat, Anion, terminal CO 
Fe        0.702641    8.131765    0.000000 
Fe        2.894177    6.530501    0.000000 
S         2.470689    8.265424    1.476719 
O        -0.817193    6.736486    2.079008 
O        -1.067971   10.482051    0.000000 
O         2.254036    4.591264    2.099098 
O         5.810481    6.127302    0.000000 
C        -0.205355    7.286053    1.251084 
C        -0.218120    9.672827    0.000000 
C         2.491523    5.368800    1.260574 
C         4.678953    6.436423    0.000000 
C         3.698199    9.450220    0.769969 
H         4.664507    9.069379    1.172622 
C         3.486589   10.929115    1.126467 
H         3.133285   11.085455    2.165552 
C         2.565726   11.410843    0.000000 
H         1.581500   10.899641    0.000000 
H         2.424615   12.514899    0.000000 
C         4.797520   11.658834    0.778099 
H         4.780256   12.695675    1.178834 
H         5.683813   11.144817    1.209925 
S         2.470689    8.265424   -1.476719 
O        -0.817193    6.736486   -2.079008 
O         2.254036    4.591264   -2.099098 
C        -0.205355    7.286053   -1.251084 
C         2.491523    5.368800   -1.260574 
C         3.698199    9.450220   -0.769969 
H         4.664507    9.069379   -1.172622 
C         3.486589   10.929115   -1.126467 
H         3.133285   11.085455   -2.165552 
C         4.797520   11.658834   -0.778099 
H         4.780256   12.695675   -1.178834 
H         5.683813   11.144817   -1.209925 
 

 

 
 



 

 

201

Norbor-cat, Anion, Semi-bridging CO 
Fe        0.601041    8.182420    0.000000 
Fe        2.829967    6.431595    0.000000 
S         2.385417    8.159469    1.473895 
O        -0.995802    9.434193    2.108863 
O        -0.741642    5.560528    0.000000 
O         2.350753    4.453434    2.107830 
O         5.757679    6.135560    0.000000 
C        -0.357956    8.941763    1.258405 
C        -0.092334    6.532147    0.000000 
C         2.513026    5.247058    1.267731 
C         4.617689    6.407875    0.000000 
C         3.572268    9.386364    0.771035 
H         4.556822    9.061921    1.178762 
C         3.265553   10.849859    1.126300 
H         2.901162   10.981627    2.165152 
C         2.311827   11.265947    0.000000 
H         1.364552   10.682412    0.000000 
H         2.095323   12.357613    0.000000 
C         4.523643   11.665816    0.778052 
H         4.437085   12.699258    1.178690 
H         5.442576   11.212174    1.209752 
S         2.385417    8.159469   -1.473895 
O        -0.995802    9.434193   -2.108863 
O         2.350753    4.453434   -2.107830 
C        -0.357956    8.941763   -1.258405 
C         2.513026    5.247058   -1.267731 
C         3.572268    9.386364   -0.771035 
H         4.556822    9.061921   -1.178762 
C         3.265553   10.849859   -1.126300 
H         2.901162   10.981627   -2.165152 
C         4.523643   11.665816   -0.778052 
H         4.437085   12.699258   -1.178690 
H         5.442576   11.212174   -1.209752 
 

 

 
 



 

 

202

Norbor-cat, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe       -1.801037    0.401488    1.473538 
Fe        0.095292   -0.680843    0.043529 
S         0.024483    1.527896    0.777612 
C        -0.495599    2.526094   -0.678798 
H         0.399694    2.547226   -1.340731 
C        -1.741368    1.991996   -1.422388 
H        -1.496120    1.723906   -2.474367 
C        -2.709954    3.190101   -1.370240 
H        -3.758462    2.894001   -1.569979 
C        -2.157745    4.281242   -2.302371 
H        -1.895700    3.871631   -3.302633 
H        -2.912768    5.082901   -2.455161 
C        -0.908899    3.947502   -0.257753 
H        -0.291837    4.348969    0.571371 
C        -2.408557    3.772790    0.014793 
H        -2.618834    3.050589    0.835000 
H        -2.928679    4.737354    0.206911 
C        -0.792658   -1.077481    1.908835 
C        -3.339322   -0.348968    1.849649 
C        -1.739114    1.199194    3.024560 
C        -0.447193   -2.313036   -0.383718 
C         1.696835   -1.099836    0.691506 
C         0.491175   -0.233343   -1.630356 
O         0.810617    0.030293   -2.723848 
O         2.757810   -1.458398    1.019438 
O        -0.733435   -3.405204   -0.673495 
O        -1.716824    1.745770    4.059942 
O        -4.373642   -0.823012    2.115902 
O        -0.635939   -1.924501    2.722968 
S        -2.494926    0.478113   -0.697706 
C        -0.919776    4.814293   -1.526203 
H         0.027009    4.716318   -2.101026 
H        -1.042755    5.887089   -1.261268 
 

 

 
 



 

 

203

Norbor-cat, Dianion, terminal CO 
Fe        0.531911    8.285950    0.000000 
Fe        3.091781    6.460184    0.000000 
S         2.390427    8.187736    1.450638 
O        -1.044157    6.895595    2.031686 
O        -1.190127   10.639873    0.000000 
O         2.530069    4.450379    2.047738 
O         5.988991    6.097746    0.000000 
C        -0.385512    7.436177    1.214877 
C        -0.280391    9.870105    0.000000 
C         2.729463    5.272620    1.223669 
C         4.871846    6.510521    0.000000 
C         3.634315    9.379139    0.773115 
H         4.595793    8.967954    1.159461 
C         3.470148   10.866352    1.125361 
H         3.119014   11.036090    2.164517 
C         2.566850   11.378361    0.000000 
H         1.567504   10.884818    0.000000 
H         2.458780   12.489797    0.000000 
C         4.805685   11.555250    0.778849 
H         4.823079   12.595548    1.177893 
H         5.675219   11.008345    1.207444 
S         2.390427    8.187736   -1.450638 
O        -1.044157    6.895595   -2.031686 
O         2.530069    4.450379   -2.047738 
C        -0.385512    7.436177   -1.214877 
C         2.729463    5.272620   -1.223669 
C         3.634315    9.379139   -0.773115 
H         4.595793    8.967954   -1.159461 
C         3.470148   10.866352   -1.125361 
H         3.119014   11.036090   -2.164517 
C         4.805685   11.555250   -0.778849 
H         4.823079   12.595548   -1.177893 
H         5.675219   11.008345   -1.207444 
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Norbor-cat, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe       -1.825339    0.234528    1.421896 
Fe        0.257539   -0.721739    0.133954 
S        -0.094505    1.483172    0.749320 
C        -0.597579    2.472358   -0.732516 
H         0.206464    2.259675   -1.472708 
C        -1.993795    2.176556   -1.342682 
H        -1.877526    1.703351   -2.343548 
C        -2.594955    3.592706   -1.463290 
H        -3.689198    3.557914   -1.636984 
C        -1.792299    4.400336   -2.500580 
H        -1.616895    3.799857   -3.421962 
H        -2.332630    5.328200   -2.798181 
C        -0.645200    3.980553   -0.419196 
H         0.069564    4.276575    0.376947 
C        -2.135960    4.204779   -0.134961 
H        -2.513440    3.601298    0.721054 
H        -2.401385    5.281968   -0.018154 
C        -0.497362   -0.957934    2.026400 
C        -3.074396   -0.965575    1.661894 
C        -2.165152    1.089495    2.882301 
C        -0.496033   -2.274377   -0.169629 
C         1.907565   -1.099110    0.616065 
C         0.358145   -0.319370   -1.593459 
O         0.480099   -0.107934   -2.749181 
O         3.004408   -1.459842    0.866884 
O        -0.937063   -3.340261   -0.408304 
O        -2.382320    1.634317    3.909048 
O        -3.935885   -1.742060    1.857284 
O        -0.213472   -1.635715    2.973497 
S        -3.124758    1.114888   -0.338778 
C        -0.472454    4.731150   -1.747686 
H         0.436860    4.398670   -2.296095 
H        -0.381618    5.827274   -1.565681 
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Norbor-cat, Protnated, Anion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        0.884228    7.611502   -0.281030 
Fe        2.901879    6.061572    0.108484 
S         2.475908    8.014327    1.267072 
O        -1.303407    8.909841    1.136364 
O         3.532892    4.528919    2.541004 
O         5.578511    6.783972   -0.905775 
C        -0.424100    8.394518    0.569616 
C         3.265543    5.143372    1.588890 
C         4.503793    6.555830   -0.513202 
C         3.611141    9.307579    0.601742 
H         4.609179    8.819065    0.649411 
C         3.617257   10.578655    1.473430 
H         3.387259   10.381908    2.540553 
C         2.668986   11.510808    0.711289 
H         1.628477   11.126181    0.634212 
H         2.676337   12.550107    1.109243 
C         4.970377   11.264205    1.229636 
H         5.087326   12.131303    1.916262 
H         5.826045   10.576338    1.403891 
S         1.659253    9.445313   -1.526187 
O        -0.765221    6.912978   -2.588543 
O         2.570717    3.733978   -1.632020 
C        -0.105162    7.182384   -1.668054 
C         2.696885    4.655356   -0.931340 
C         3.324261    9.834111   -0.827740 
H         4.099731    9.472706   -1.537274 
C         3.409258   11.360175   -0.622937 
H         2.989748   11.917899   -1.483400 
C         4.854154   11.734114   -0.247781 
H         5.018756   12.829770   -0.338149 
H         5.586690   11.229614   -0.915723 
H         2.278208    6.958523   -1.135436 
C         0.784231    5.932318    0.494169 
O         0.123046    5.057515    0.940344 
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Norbor-cat, Protnated, Dianion, bridging CO & cleaved Fe-S bond 
Fe        0.860016    7.643105   -0.285054 
Fe        2.866093    5.964842    0.061409 
S         2.285034    8.308727    1.410386 
O        -1.525373    8.525807    1.166261 
O         3.522417    4.544432    2.557756 
O         5.612689    6.652424   -0.814850 
C        -0.557702    8.186385    0.591458 
C         3.226952    5.165690    1.601902 
C         4.502827    6.491029   -0.446363 
C         3.543992    9.375378    0.612903 
H         4.461564    8.745234    0.550258 
C         3.842966   10.651856    1.425771 
H         3.709815   10.507331    2.517695 
C         2.947987   11.694279    0.748087 
H         1.868386   11.430354    0.799148 
H         3.133198   12.733348    1.110218 
C         5.240625   11.137448    1.009533 
H         5.568369   11.984273    1.656247 
H         5.997632   10.326139    1.091357 
S         1.446519    9.702373   -1.315794 
O        -0.614276    6.890307   -2.689210 
O         2.828423    3.551589   -1.603746 
C        -0.010995    7.176230   -1.722259 
C         2.784503    4.557233   -0.988845 
C         3.194162    9.921239   -0.805454 
H         3.857706    9.442763   -1.561562 
C         3.501721   11.424330   -0.657255 
H         3.066179   12.022832   -1.483412 
C         5.016921   11.609636   -0.454733 
H         5.312501   12.676248   -0.585936 
H         5.593518   11.003075   -1.189329 
H         2.277796    7.136269   -1.060867 
C         0.881842    5.868017    0.412325 
O         0.120105    5.033226    0.807943 
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